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This thesis presents an in-depth analysis of the proposed Hazardous Material 
• \ 
Minimization Center Concept projected to be prototyped in the Puget Sound, 
Washington area in an effort to optimize inventory levels. It examines preexisting 
Hazardous Material operations at NA WS Point Mugu, CA, and five sites in the 
Puget Sound, WA area in an effort to incorporate the positive qualities into the 
prototype. The thesis analyzes the suitability of the Hazardous Material Inventory 
Control System (HICS) to generate sufficient data for inventory optimization and 
provides an analysis of data generated by the HICS system at the Point Mugu 
operation. Additionally, it examines components of and potential forecasting 
methods for demand and lead time and provides an analysis of the variable 
inventory management costs associated with operating a Hazardous Material 
Minimization Center including ordering, holding, disposal, backorder and 
transportation costs. This information is used to develop two mathematical 
inventory models which can be used to determine reorder points and order 
quantities to minimize total variable costs for a given level of customer service. 
The next research step is to conduct a pilot study involving one or two established 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. THE PROBLEM 
Since the inception of hazardous material management, 
every command has been locally managing their hazardous 
material inventory and, as a result, the collective Navy 
organization has held excessive hazardous material inventory 
and has disposed of an unreasonable amount of hazardous 
material and waste [Ref.1:p.1-1]. As a result of rising 
disposal costs and environmental constraints on hazardous 
material usage, various organizations within the Navy have 
begun regionalizing hazardous material management in an effort 
to minimize disposal costs and provide more awareness to the 
users of the material of the inventory assets available for 
their use and to take advantage of stock consolidation 
savings. The concept of regionalizing is known as the 
Hazardous Material Minimization Center Concept. The first one 
is planned for the Puget Sound, WA area. 
The Hazardous Material Minimization Center Concept 
features an administrative center, or hub, serving outlying 
smaller centers, or nodes, who actually hold the physical 
inventory. The hubs are located in conjunction with the Fleet 
and Industrial Support Centers (FISCs). The number of smaller 
centers may vary, depending upon the number of customers 
within the FISC's region of responsibility. For example, FISC 
Puget Sound, WA, would control centers at Whidbey Island, 
Keyport, Bangor, and Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. To minimize 
inventory costs for a given level of service to the customers, 
an effective inventory management system must be developed and 
implemented. 
At present, these inventories are being managed by 
several different "best guess" inventory management systems. 
For example, Naval Air Weapons Station (NAWS), Point Mugu 
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utilizes a Hazardous Material Inventory Control System (HICS) 
database system. However, this system only controls the flow 
of material and not inventory levels. Unfortunately, none of 
these various systems has any capability for mathematically 
optimizing the inventory levels. 
The envisioned Hazardous Material Minimization Center 
Concept is intended to consolidate inventory management of all 
hazardous material within a given geographic area in an effort 
to minimize the total annual variable costs associated with 
managing the Navy's hazardous material. 
B. THESIS OBJECTIVE 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an inventory 
model to optimize Hazardous Material inventory levels 
associated with the Hazardous Material Minimization Center 
Concept. 
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This study addresses the following questions: 
1. Is the regional concept of Hazardous Material 
Minimization Center Concept appropriate for managing 
Hazardous Material? 
2. How does the envisioned system compare with systems 
currently in place? 
3. Does the HICS database system provide all of the 
necessary information to effectively evaluate/monitor 
use, reuse, and disposal of Hazardous Material? 
4. Is demand deterministic or probabilistic, what are 
its components, and can it be effectively forecasted? 
5. Is lead time deterministic or probabilistic, what are 
its components, and can it be effectively forecasted? 
2 
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6. What are the costs associated with operating a 
regional Hazardous Material Minimization Center? 
7. What is the best inventory model to minimize costs 
and achieve desired levels of customer service? 
D. SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
The thesis focuses on the Hazardous Material Minimization 
Center Concept in place at Point Mugu, CA, and the extension 
of that concept to a regional level within the Puget Sound, WA 
area. Two theoretical inventory models are developed as 
possible alternatives to aid in the inventory management of 
hazardous material at the regional level. The models consider 
hazardous material in "A" condition and in a condition which 
is satisfactory for reuse. The models do not consider by-
products of hazardous material usage such as paint brushes, 
oily rags, and waste products. Insufficient data precluded 
testing of the models. 
E. METHODOLOGY 
We began our study with visits to Point Mugu, CA, and the 
Puget Sound, WA area. These visits allowed observations of 
existing HAZMAT operations and discussions with personnel to 
gain an understanding of current systems in operation and the 
need for inventory management model development. The study 
then moved to a thorough examination of the demand and issue 
data recorded by Point Mugu from January 1991 through June 
1994. While the data were plentiful, they were not complete 
enough for detailed inventory modeling. As a consequence, we 
decided to develop two theoretical models, based upon 
continuous and periodic inventory review systems, that 
embellishes the Wilson Economic Order Quantity model and the 
Silver-Meal heuristic. In the development of these models, we 
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considered all relevant costs, components of demand and lead 
time, and forecasting of demand and lead time. 
F. THESIS OVERVIEW 
The thesis is divided into eight chapters. Chapter I 
presents the problem, states the objective of the thesis, 
research questions and methodology, and previews our research 
methodology. Chapter II discusses the background of the 
Hazardous Material Minimization Center Concept and current 
efforts within this field. Chapter III examines the HICS 
database and its usefulness. Chapter IV discusses and offers 
potential solutions to the problem of forecasting the demand 
rate and lead time. Chapter V examines the relevant costs 
associated with the Hazardous Material Minimization Center 
Concept. Chapter VI presents the development of two Hazardous 
Material Inventory Models. Chapter VII shows examples of the 
inventory models. Chapter VIII presents a summary of the 
thesis efforts, conclusions from the research, and 
recommendations for further data collection and analysis of 
the inventory problem. 
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I I. HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT 
A. BACKGROUND OF HAZARDOUS MATERIAL MANAGEMENT 
The Navy Hazardous Material Control and 
Program is established by OPNAVINST 4110.2. 
Management 
The program 
defines uniform policy, guidance and requirements for life-
cycle control of Hazardous Material used by the Navy and 
directs that controls be established to reduce the amount of 
Hazardous Material (HAZMAT) used and the amount of Hazardous 
Waste (HAZWASTE) generated. [Ref.1:p.1-1] 
To achieve these results Naval Air Weapons Station 
(NAWS), Point Mugu, California, initiated the Consolidated 
Hazardous Material Reutilization and Inventory Management 
Program (CHRIMP) which strives to achieve life-cycle control 
and management of HAZMAT and HAZWASTE [Ref.1:p.1-1]. While 
Point Mugu is not the only pioneer in this effort, they have 
achieved the most significant progress. 
B. PRE-1991 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL OPERATIONS 
Prior to 1991, hazardous material was controlled on a 
local level throughout the United States Navy. Controlling on 
a local level meant that individual shops and work centers 
within an organization determined their hazardous material 
requirements, ordered the appropriate amount in an effort to 
meet these requirements, established their own safety levels, 
and disposed of excess material in accordance with their own 
command policy. The result of this system often led to excess 
material on hand, excess disposal costs, and serious over 
stockage of hazardous material at all levels throughout the 
Navy. The potential for costly environmental violations this 
excess material represented was enormous. 
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C. ORIGINATION OF THE REGIONAL HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CENTER 
CONCEPT 
In December of 1990 it was decided by NAWS Point Mugu to 
adopt and implement a basewide hazardous material program. 
The implementation was prompted by the increasingly stringent 
requirements imposed on the station by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) which, because NAWS was in non-
compliance with regulations, resulted in several monetary 
fines on the station. An added influence was the requirement 
that all government facilities abide by regulations imposed on 
the civilian sector. Government facilities had been 
previously exempted because they were immune to the 
regulations. The Point Mugu HAZMIN Center opened for business 
in January of 1991. [Ref.2] 
D. IN-DEPTH EXAMINATION OF THE POINT MUGU OPERATION 
1. Implementation 
When Point Mugu elected to implement this new system they 
decided they would bring customers online on a gradual basis. 
They started by consolidating HAZMAT stored at eight locations 
within the aviation maintenance department. First, HAZMIN 
Center representatives met with the prospective customer and 
explained the purpose of the operation. If it was agreeable 
to the prospective customer a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) was developed. The MOU was a simple document that 
formalized the agreement between the HAZMIN Center and the 
customer. It listed the responsibilities with regard to the 
requisitioning, storage, and issue of new and used HAZMAT. 
[Ref.1:Appendix XI] Once the MOU was signed, the customer's 
material was consolidated and moved to the HAZMIN Center 
warehouse. At the warehouse it was cataloged, tested for 
condition, and, if usable, was placed on the shelf and became 
available for issue to any command requesting the item. To 
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induce acceptance of this program the customer was given a 
monetary credit for the amount of material when the collected 
material had a remaining shelf-life of six months or more. If 
material was no longer usable upon receipt by the warehouse 
the material was disposed of in accordance with current 
environmental regulations. The facility repeated this 
procedure for every command that joined the HAZMIN Center. 
[Ref. 2 J 
Point Mugu brought new customers on line at a rate of two 
to three per month until the base was fully implemented. The 
system is founded on customer service. The HAZMIN Center 
verbally promises 45-minute on-base delivery from receipt of 
a customer order until the customer has the goods in hand. A 
database was designed and built called the Hazardous Inventory 
Control System (HICS) for use with this program. HICS 
maintains a running inventory of all material within the 
Center, records issues of material, maintains control with a 
bar-coded tracking number, and contains a database of over 40 
files to generate all necessary reports. The database will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter III. [Ref. 2] 
Upon implementation the HAZMIN Center received a vacant 
building on Point Mugu and converted it into a storage center. 
Besides dealing with hazardous material they also controlled 
the base recycling program for both paper and aluminum. 
[Ref. 2] 
2. The Current System 
Point Mugu has over 80 customers within the umbrella of 
the system. Additionally, they have installed 40 Hazardous 
material lockers throughout the base. These lockers are used 
as a storage location for two types of material: material 
required for immediate use by the command and waste (separated 
by waste stream) . Immediate use is defined as an item that 
will be required within five working days. If an item will 
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not be used within this five-day period the item must be 
returned to the HAZMIN Center for reuse. These lockers are 
reviewed daily by Center personnel and waste is returned to 
the Center for disposal. Waste disposal is under contract 
with a civilian waste disposal firm. [Ref.2] 
The Center stores and issues two types of material: 11 A" 
condition and cost avoidance (CA) . 11 A11 condition material is 
new material whose seal has not been broken or has been 
received through the supply system. Cost avoidance material 
are items that have been returned to the Center through 
initial enrollment by a command or material that was issued to 
a command, was not completely used up, and subsequently has 
been returned to the Center. Cost avoidance material is 
issued free of charge to the requesting command and 11 A11 
condition material is issued at standard purchase price. If 
the material is cost avoidance material whose shelf-life has 
expired and cannot be extended, the last command holding that 
item is billed for the cost of disposal. All 11 A11 condition 
material and disposal costs of cost avoidance material are 
billed monthly to the respective commands. [Ref.2] 
To obtain material from the Center a customer has to 
phone or appear in person at the Center with their request. 
A clerk at the Center will ask the customer what is needed by 
National Stock Number (NSN) or, if unavailable, by military 
specification. Once it is determined that the customer is an 
authorized user and that the item is on hand, the customer 
will be queried on the quantity needed. If only cost 
avoidance material is on hand, the customer will be asked if 
that will fit his needs. If material also exists in 11 A" 
condition the customer will be given the choice of either one. 
After this determination, the clerk will print the bar-code 
and the receipt document and storeroom personnel will locate 
the material and deliver it to the requesting command within 
the 45-minute time period. After-hours requests and 
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deliveries are handled by duty personnel who can be reached 
via a pager. [Ref.2] 
If a customer orders material that is not held in stock, 
the HAZMIN Center automatically directs the request to the 
base supply department. The base supply department has, until 
recently, maintained a buffer stock of items for issue to the 
HAZMIN Center based on the UADPS -SP inventory model. The base 
supply department issues the material to the Center who, in 
turn, issues the material to the customer. If the base supply 
department does not hold the material the goods are 
immediately ordered by the Center via the base supply 
department using the customer's priority and Force Activity 
Designator (FAD). [Ref.2] 
Open purchase items are also requested by users of this 
system. Open purchase items are those items not identified by 
national stock number. When a customer requests these items 
the clerk attempts to cross reference these requests to an 
item currently existing on the shelf. If that attempt is 
unsuccessful the item must be purchased on the open market. 
Open purchase of hazardous material items must be approved by 
the base's environmental specialists. Upon initial start up 
of this system the process took in excess of three weeks. 
Now, twice-weekly meetings are held with all necessary parties 
to expeditiously either approve or disapprove of the request. 
[Ref. 2 J 
All material exiting the HAZMIN Center, as previously 
mentioned, is affixed with a computer-generated nine-digit 
bar- code as well as an additional label identifying the 
material as originating from the Point Mugu Center. The bar-
code is unique for each item leaving the HAZMIN Center. The 
first digit indicates the fiscal year in which the item was 
issued, the next six digits are a sequential number for issues 
within that year, and the last two numbers indicates the item 
number on that particular order request. The bar-code is 
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specifically designed to track the item from issue to return 
to the Center. The next time that same container is issued it 
will have a completely different tracking number. [Ref.2] 
To minimize disposal costs of expired shelf-life 
material, Point Mugu has actively sought alternative uses for 
these goods. While these goods may no longer comply with 
MILSPEC, they can meet other needs. They have, for example, 
given materials to Morale, Welfare and Recreation for sports 
equipment maintenance, paint to local communities to use in 
painting over graffiti, and local schools for self-help 
projects. While this action is very positive, to ensure 
environmental compliance of the HAZMAT the Center has insisted 
on maintaining cradle-to-grave control of the material until 
the container is empty or the material has no remaining value. 
[Ref.2] 
E. PUGET SOUND DILEMMA 
Fleet and Industrial Supply Center (FISC) Puget Sound, 
Washington, desires to model their anticipated system after 
some of the positive results obtained through the Point Mugu 
system. Puget Sound desires the same type of system but on a 
much larger scale. They plan to have one HAZMAT Regional 
Control Center with up to 15 local centers. These Centers 
will provide all the necessary hazardous materials to the 
various customers under their immediate jurisdiction on 
possibly a less than one day basis. The Centers will be 
connected to the Regional Control Center via a computer 
network and modem. This will provide all Centers with the 
capability to immediately identify all hazardous material 
assets within the region. FISC Puget Sound will control all 
funding and disbursement of material, and plans to direct the 
operations of all the Centers. It is anticipated that there 
will an established transportation system that can easily move 
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material from the Regional Control Center or local center to 
another local center to meet the customer's demand. [Ref.3] 
FISC Puget Sound desires an inventory system that results 
in zero stockouts and zero disposal. These terms must be 
defined. "Zero stockouts" is when a customer desires a 
particular item and it is readily available either at its 
local (parent) HAZMINCTR or at one of the other centers and is 
in the customer's possession within 24 hours. "Zero disposal" 
is defined as when no material will revert from usable 
material, "A" condition or reuse, to non-usable material 
simply because its shelf-life has been exceeded and its shelf-
life cannot be extended beyond the current assigned date. 
While the idea of zero stockouts and zero disposals is 
admirable, it is quite unlikely in a real world scenario. 
[Ref.3] 
F. OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS 
In addition to Point Mugu's Center, we conducted an 
examination of five other HAZMIN operations and found each to 
be operating differently. A brief overview of each of the 
operations is provided. 
1. Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 
Puget Sound Naval Shipyard operates two separate 
facilities: the HAZMIN Storage Area and a Reuse store. 
Neither of these facilities conduct cradle- to- grave management 
of hazardous material. The Storage Area utilizes the HICS 
system and is bringing shipyard shops under their control one 
at a time. They store new material which is ordered by the 
FISC. The Storage Area's personnel state that the planners 
and estimators for the shipyard are ordering too much material 
and must become part of hazardous materials management. The 
Reuse Store manages only cost avoidance material. Material 
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which is turned into the Reuse Store is accompanied with an 
accounting document that allows for disposal of the item if it 
is not demanded within 180 days. The material is made visible 
to customers via a catalog published every 30 days. 
Additionally, customers are allowed to browse through the 
Reuse Store. The Reuse Store does not use the HICS system 
because there is no "A" condition material. Once the material 
is "out the door" they do not expect to see it again. [Ref.3] 
2. Trident Refit Facility 
The Trident Refit Facility Hazmat Center is managed by a 
Chief Petty Officer and provides hazardous material for the 
entire facility. It is structured like a toolroom and 
maintains an inventory of approximately 330 items valued in 
excess of $45,000 dollars. The facility utilizes the HICS 
system and has just commenced weighing material in an effort 
to accurately measure the quantities of both new and used 
material consumed. They utilize a "homegrown" bar-code and do 
not utilize the HICS bar-code tracking system. They deliver 
the estimated daily use of hazardous material to the 
individual shops in the facility. Additionally, at the end of 
each work day, Center personnel collect the remaining 
material. All of the stock held within the storeroom is 
already bought and paid for by Repair of Other Vessels (ROV) 
funding. The Chief Petty Officer-in-Charge of the Center sets 
high and low limits based on his experience. The minimum low 
limit is two units of an item and the maximum is set no higher 
than 15 units. [Ref. 3] 
3. Subase Bangor Reuse Facility 
This is strictly a reuse facility. They have a 
preponderance of small items which they offer to anyone who 
desires the material. The Facility has barrels of mineral 
spirits which they distill from paint wastes. The spirits are 
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in demand by auxiliary ships and the paint solids are disposed 
of as waste. They publish a monthly catalog that is given to 
users of the Center. Their primary interest is getting rid of 
material. [Ref.3] 
4. Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Keyport, Washington 
This material Center appears to have been in place longer 
than any facility within the Washington state area. The 
facility utilizes the Environmental Management Information 
System (EMIS) to manage their hazardous material in a cradle-
to-grave fashion. They track all material by a local Material 
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) number. The system has been under 
development for over five years and implementation is 
approximately 30% completed. The material is received using 
this system and distributed to the customers. There are about 
50 shops and a master supply warehouse at the Keyport 
facility. Each shop has a shop store that establishes a high 
and low limit for each of its hazardous materials. 
Additionally, the base storage facility also manages hazardous 
material. They maintain an inventory of about 100 items and 
upon issuance are not reordering for stock in an attempt to 
minimize hazardous material disposal. They will eventually 
order all hazardous material only on an as-needed basis. The 
inventory shop is responsible for maintaining inventories and 
levels of material, hazardous and non-hazardous, base-wide. 
This shop reported that the EMIS system is causing a 
bottleneck in the receipt process since they must record 
receipt of the item in the supply system and, also record 
receipt of the item within the EMIS system. [Ref.3] 
5. Naval Station Everett, Washington 
NAVSTA Everett is a new facility. They are collecting 
customers' hazardous materials, recording who owns what, and 
controlling the SERVMART hazardous material. The material is 
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issued to the customers when they need it and more is ordered 
as necessary. [Ref.3] 
G. CONCLUSION 
These five facilities and the examination of Point Mugu 
show that there is no standardization within any hazardous 
material organization. While some of these organizations are 
administering a more efficient program than others, none of 
them are optimizing the problem of minimizing the costs of 
operation given a desired level of customer service. An 
inventory model needs to be constructed to meet the goals 
envisioned by the CHRIMP. This thesis attempts to identify 
the key variables and develop an inventory management model 
which can determine the optimal values for both high and low 
inventory limits given a desired level of customer service. 
In the next chapter we examine Point Mugu's HICS database 
and current existing demand data in an effort to begin 
modeling an inventory system. 
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III. DATA ANALYSIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Under the Hazardous Material Minimization Center Concept 
it is important to accurately forecast the material 
requirement of each local Center and provide an inventory 
quantity of material needed while minimizing the potential for 
waste disposal and minimizing the total cost. In Chapter IV 
we look at forecasting principles designed to utilize 
available present information to direct future decisions. In 
this chapter we focus on the available demand data from the 
Hazardous Waste Stream Management Facility (HAZMIN Center) at 
NAWS Point Mugu to determine if it will meet the requirements 
necessary for accurate forecasting at a regional Center. As 
mentioned in Chapter II, the HAZMIN Center has been in 
operation since 1991 and was developed as a hazardous waste 
minimization facility. This was the best available source of 
usage data on Cost Avoidance (CA) material. 
B. HAZARDOUS INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM (HICS) 
1. Overview 
When the Center first opened there were no existing 
systems available to provide them with the necessary waste 
stream management capabilities, so they developed their local 
system, HICS. It was intended to be an introductory system 
that could be expanded as a system-wide solution if it proved 
useful to other users [Ref.2]. 
Since its introduction, HICS has been adopted by the 
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (OK-45) and the Naval 
Supply Systems Command (SUP-452) as the system for managing 
hazardous material inventories aboard all naval vessels. It 
has also been endorsed by Naval Air Systems Command as an 
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easy-to-use program for any command that needs to begin a 
shore based tracking program. 
2. HICS Data Files 
HICS utilizes various entry screens to create database 
files that may be cross referenced from various other screens. 
We analyzed the HICS database files and the information within 
the files. We considered the following files important to 
proper inventory management. The other files in HICS either 
contained information that was available in the files we 
analyzed or were local management files that allowed the local 
facility to customize its operation. 
a. AUL.DBF 
AUL.DBF is the Authorized Use List database file. 
This file lists all the items available at the HAZMIN Center 
and the authorized users. It lists information about each 
item that might restrict its issue. This file is required to 
be referenced by HAZMIN Center personnel whenever material is 
ordered by customers, to restrict the usage of specific 
materials and to identify material that is no longer needed 
[Ref.2]. 
To be added to the Authorized Use list, requesting 
activities must provide justification that they are required 
to have the material available and there is no suitable 
substitute material currently carried. Most common purpose 
material, such as paints and cleaning compounds, carry no 
special restrictions. Items used for specific purposes, such 
as FA-18 engine lube oil or photographic fixing bath, are 
restricted to those activities trained in its use and 
specifically performing actions related to the material. A 
normal entry in this file would only list customer activities 
authorized to receive the material if there were specific 
restrictions regarding its use. Items that carry no special 
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restrictions (common use i terns such as enamel paint, for 
example), list the Hazardous Waste Stream Facility as the 
authorized activity. 
Discussions with the HAZMAT Center at PT Mugu 
indicate that their current AUL file has over 400 line items. 
Only one line item was listed in the data we received for 
analysis [Ref.2]. This entry was for NSN 6810-00-223-2739, 
acetone. Acetone is commonly used a solvent and in 
combination with other chemicals to form different substances 
not found naturally (hydrogen peroxide, for example). When 
the REC_CODE entry for this item is cross referenced to the 
CODES.DBF file (to identify the authorized receiving 
activities; see below) it lists the Waste Stream Facility as 
the only authorized user, indicating no restrictions. 
b. CAS.DBF 
The CAS.DBF file contains Chemical Abstract Service 
numbers for hazardous material. This file contains a list of 
chemical constituents and the CAS number associated with each. 
It also identifies whether a constituent is considered 
extremely hazardous material or an ozone depleting substance 
(ODS) . It is used with the CHEM.DBF file (see below) to link 
inventory items at the HAZMIN Center to their constituents. 
The file from Point Mugu currently has over 1000 
chemical names and CAS numbers. One constituent, sodium 
phosphate (dibasic) , was listed in both the extremely 
hazardous and ozone depleting categories, and it was the only 
entry in either column. This chemical is the constituent of 
acetone. This entry would seem to be in error, since acetone 
itself is considered to have low acute and chronic toxicity 




CHEM.DBF is the main chemical database file. This 
file links the CAS number from the CAS.DBF to each inventory 
item. It assists in identifying specific inventory items 
whose usage is required to be reported under Title III of the 
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) [Ref.S]. 
Materials that are harmful to the atmosphere when released 
(such as freon and other ODSs) , and materials that are 
extremely hazardous to humans (such as asbestos or other 
cancer causing agents), are controlled by government 
regulations, such as the Clean Air and Clean Water Acts, which 






received from Point Mugu had two 
is acetone, NSN 6810-00-223-2739. 
HAZMIN Center personnel indicate that their current data file 
has over 700 line items. Each inventory item is identified by 
manufacturer Commercial and Government Entity (CAGE) number 
and all CAS numbers for each constituent found in that 
material are listed for each item. Although the primary 
reason for the file is Title III reporting requirements, 
different units of issue for the same material can be 
identified by cross referencing CAGE and CAS numbers. [Ref.2] 
d. CODES. DBF 
CODES.DBF is the Receiving Code data file. This 
file contains the Center's current customer file and 
identifies each activity by an alpha numeric code that may be 
up to 13 digits. The code is unique to each customer activity 
and is cross referenced to the Authorized Use List file, the 
Issue file, and the Returned Container (without labels) file. 
For certain activities, the file contains customer points of 
contact and telephone extension numbers. For tenant 
activities, the code is the activity's primary designator (for 
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example, VXE-6). For base department customers, the code is 
the internal activity code used by the base for each of its 
departments and additional codes for branches and divisions 
within that department. For example, the HAZMIN Center code 
is P7709. This indicates that it is a division (09) of 
Aircraft Maintenance Department (P77) . 
e. DISPAMT.DBF 
DISPAMT. DBF is the Disposal Amount (cost) file. 
This file lists the disposal codes and the amount charged for 
disposing of a pound of each type of waste. The code is an 
single digit alpha character from A to Z that provides the 
Center with an identification of the type of material (for 
example, corrosive, oxidizer, etc). This file allows the 
Center to identify high disposal cost material. The file we 
received from Point Mugu had no entries. Determining these 
costs is essential for developing an inventory management 
model. 
f. FISC.DBF 
FISC.DBF is the Fleet Industrial Supply Center 
(FISC) ordering information file. This file is generated at 
the HAZMIN Center and summarizes the ordering information on 
outgoing orders to the supply system point of entry. The 
information printed on the DD Form 1348 when an order is 
produced through the HAZMIN Center is updated in this file as 
a verification. This file contains the HAZMIN Center name, 
person placing the order, the date the order was placed and 
the required delivery date. 
g. INVENT. DBF 
The INVENT. DBF is the Inventory database file. This 
file contains most of the management information required to 
perform inventory management. It contains information on all 
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inventory material, such as stock number, name, on hand 
quantity, unit of issue, issue price, and location. It also 
has high and low limit blocks that are, at this time, manually 
updated by the HAZMIN Center. 
The file from Point Mugu had missing or incomplete 
data blocks. There is, for example, a substitute stock number 
column that was not used for the data we received. There are 
also columns to indicate shelf life material and its 
expiration date. This information is important to determine 
overall material usage. It provides potential excess and 
disposal material indicators. [Ref. 2] . 
database. 
h. ISSUE.DBF 
ISSUE.DBF is the file that contains the issue 
Appendix A contains a sample of the data and a 
description of each data column. This is one of the most 
comprehensive file in HICS. As the table shows, this file has 
the capability of recording total weight of material issued 
and returned. By standardizing the unit of issue, from 
gallons, quarts, pints, drums, and containers to pounds and 
ounces, a more accurate demand pattern forecast can be made 
to determine the actual material high and low limits. Each 
issue is referenced to a HICS bar-code number (same as the NSN 
for the material) which allows the Center to record demand by 
requesting activity for each item. The data we received had 
very few weight entries. There were not enough data entries 
to complete a useful picture of the amount of any given 
material being reissued and this information is essential to 
develop accurate demand forecasting. HAZMIN Center personnel 
acknowledged that this was a problem in previous versions of 
HICS but that the weight information is now mandatory to 
process an issue request using HICS Version 4. 0, released 
after the data were compiled. [Ref.2] 
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i . ORDER. DBF 
ORDER.DBF is the order database file. This file 
records material ordered from the HAZMIN Center. The orders 
are for both stock replenishment and to fulfill customer 
requirements for Not-In-Stock (NIS) material. It also 
documents whether the material ordered was standard stock or 
open purchase. Appendix A contains a sample of the data and 
a description of each data column. 
The file we received from Point Mugu contained data 
from March 1993 to July 1994. It was complete, with 
information recorded in each block for all line entries. This 
provided lead time information for each type of material that 
was requested, whether it was Supply System stock, managed by 
General Services Administration/Defense Logistic Agency 
(GSA/DLA), or whether it was open purchase. It therefore 
allowed us to approximate the probability distribution for the 
lead time required to obtain material from the different 
sources. This information is presented in the following 
section on forecasting. 
j. POC.DBF 
POC.DBF is the Process Operation Code file. This 
code identifies the use of each item material. It is divided 
into three separate levels of identification class 
(general), subclass (more specific), and name (most specific). 
This file is cross referenced to the ISSUE.DBF file so that a 
user may provide specific information on why the material is 
being requisitioned. This is also useful in crossing to the 
Authorized Use List file to insure the usage is authorized. 
k. RECEIVE. DBF 
This file documents the receipt of both "A" 
condition and CA material that is received into inventory at 
the HAZMIN Center. For "A" condition material, the quantity 
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received is verified with the amount of material originally 
ordered. For CA items, the activity that the material was 
received from is also documented. This provides the Center 
with the capability to track outstanding containers in the 
hands of customers. 
1 . RTNCON. DBF / RTNCONE. DBF 
Returned Container and Returned Container (without 
labels) files. These files contained information about the 
containers issued by the HAZMIN Center and returned. These 
files cross reference with the HICS bar-code number originally 
issued with each container by the HICS system and identify 
material to the original issue when it returns. Containers 
without labels are either missing the HICS number or were not 
issued originally by the Center. 
C. FORECASTING 
This section presents a brief discussion on how we 
analyzed the original data from Point Mugu in an attempt to 
forecast future requirements and to develop an initial model. 
1. Data Evaluation and Forecasting 
The main reason for analyzing the data from Point Mugu 
was to determine the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) and the 
Reorder Point (ROP) for each line item. To find these we 
first had to determine the probability distributions for the 
following variables: demand rate for each line item, lead 
time to fill stock requisitions, amount of returned material, 
and anticipated quantity of material disposed of as waste. 
Data found in the ISSUE.DBF data file provided a demand 
history of all requisitions filled during our period of 
interest: from January 1991 to July 1994. See Appendix A, 
Table A-1. Because of the large amount of data, we found it 
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necessary to reduce it to a more usable form. Separate files 
were originally received for each fiscal year. To determine 
overall annual usage of each line item, they were consolidated 
and sorted by stock number. 
Once the data were consolidated, we began the manual 
process of breaking it down into monthly demand for both "A" 
condition and CA material. This reduced the total data base 
from approximately 25, 000 entries to 2600 data records, 
representing "A" condition and CA issues for approximately 
1400 line items. This represented both standard stock number 
and open purchase material. 
This information, although useful, was limited to total 
quantity records for "A" condition items and total unit of 
issue demands for CA material. Total unit of issue demands 
refer to the container size listed, not how much material was 
returned inside the container. For issues of CA material, a 
generalized approximation for the issue quantity was suggested 
by the staff at the HAZMIN Center. They assume each issue of 
CA material to be one half of a "full quantity. " [Ref. 2] 
The 1400 line items were broken down into A, B, and C 
categories to determine those items that were the most 
important. Category A items were the top fifteen percent or 
approximately 200 items that showed a frequency of demand that 
was equal to or exceeded one demand per quarter during the 
entire data period. Category B items were the next 35 
percent, approximately 450 items, that had more than two 
demands during the entire data period. Category C were the 
remaining 720 items (50 percent) which experienced two or less 
demands during the entire data period. Since it would be 
extremely difficult to forecast with less data frequency than 
once per quarter, we focussed our analysis on Category A 
items. 
When we first attempted to analyze these items, we 
encountered several problems. Although it was easy to 
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separate monthly demand totals, the data was not complete 
enough to provide an accurate picture of average demand over 
the entire period. Over 80 percent of the line items 
experienced less than 1 demand per 90 day period. Those that 
did experience at least 1 demand per quarter had no steady 
demand pattern. They would experience consistent demand for 
a period spanning four to five months and then no demand would 
be observed for three months. Some items had consistent 
demand over a 12 month period and then no demand for the 
remaining period of the data with no discernable pattern that 
would suggest a specific cause. Another problem we 
encountered was the unavailability of specific customer demand 
and stockout data. Although HICS is designed to perform 
inventory management functions, the current usage of the 
system and the purpose of the waste stream facility is to 
minimize waste. The inventory management capabilities at the 
time we collected the data were being underutilized. [Ref.2] 
2. Lead Time Forecasting 
As mentioned above, the ORDER. DBF file contains hazardous 
material requisitions tracked by the HAZMIN Center. See 
Appendix A, Table A-2. Requisitions to replenish stock use a 
series of document numbers reserved for the Center; these are 
H series document numbers. Requisitions for DTO material 
(material that is not in stock at the time of the customer 
requirement) use customer requisition numbers and use a 
requisition priority consistent with the customer's Fleet 
Activity Designator (FAD) and Urgency of Need Designator 
(UND) . These priorities are usually higher than stock 
replenishment requisitions and are usually filled more quickly 
by the Supply System. Requisition priorities are recorded in 
the TRANSACT.DBF file for use in printing out the DD 1348 from 
the HICS system. Discussions with HAZMAT Center personnel 
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indicate that the proper priority is used in each case 
[Ref.2]. 
The ORDER.DBF data file we received from Point Mugu had 
over 1200 record entries, dated from March 1993 to July 1994. 
Since there were entries in the ordering and receiving date 
blocks which were consistent with reasonable time frames for 
receiving "A" condition material from various supply sources, 
we were able to determine the distribution of lead times for 
incoming material. The majority of material ordered was 
received from the Fleet Industrial Supply Center (FISC) in San 
Diego (the nearest defense supply depot) within 5 days when 
the material was ordered as direct turnover (DTO) material, 
using the requesting activity's requisition. 1 Material 
ordered for stock by the HAZMIN Center from GSA/DLA (because 
it was not available from FISC San Diego) took an average of 
33 days, with a standard deviation of 22 days. GSA and DLA 
provide the majority of hazardous material items stocked in 
the Supply System. There were even fewer open purchase 
records in our sample that were outstanding longer than five 
days (only 30 records). The records we analyzed took slightly 
longer, 38 days, but with less variation (standard deviation 
of 14 days). Figure 3.1 illustrates these data. 
3. Returned Material 
The rate of returned material was difficult to capture. 
Although the Point Mugu HAZMIN Center is one of the only 
sources of CA material information, the lack of standard 
recording formats and missing information made it difficult to 
1 0f the 1200 records we reviewed, there were 165 standard 
stock orders and 30 open purchase records that were outstanding for 
more than five (5) days. We assumed that requisitions filled 
within five days were available from either base supply or from 
FISC San Diego. Only one order using a customer requisition number 
was outstanding for more than five days. The rest were for stock 
replenishment. 
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determine a distribution for such material. As with "A" 
condition demand, the demand rate for CA material was not 
complete enough to provide an accurate picture. 
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Figure 3.1. Frequency of Lead Time Distributions. 
4. Disposals 
HICS Version 4. 0 has the capability to record information 
on weights of material sent to disposal. Until this version 
was released, there was no disposal information tracked by 
HICS. NAWS Point Mugu has a contract with a commercial 
vendor that was issued and is monitored by the base 
Environmental Department. Disposal costs are based on an 
hourly fee and total pounds of material, not on a commodity 
cost basis. [Ref.2] 
D. CONCLUSION 
To develop an accurate forecasting model utilizing 
historical data it is imperative that the data be accurate and 
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complete and that we be able to identify a genuine probability 
distribution of demand. The data received from Point Mugu, 
although very extensive, was not complete enough to provide 
the necessary information for developing a demand forecasting 
model. However, the data for lead times was sufficient to 
provide information on lead time distributions. Obtaining 
demand data is imperative for forecasting and model 
development. Thus while we suggest several models in this 
thesis, they must await the data before the appropriate one 
can be selected to use for the various facilities in and 





Forecasting of demand and lead time is a fundamental 
problem that needs to be solved prior to developing any 
workable inventory model. These forecasts are needed for 
setting the inventory quantities to provide a given level of 
customer service and minimizing average annual total variable 
costs. Forecasting attempts to predict the future based on 
past results and can be either quantitative or qualitative 
[Ref.6:p.39]. Quantitative methods include, but are not 
limited to, moving average, exponential smoothing, and trend 
projections. These methods utilize historical data and the 
analyst must assume the behavior pattern will continue over 
the forecasting time horizon. Quantitative methods are best 
when used over short time horizons. Qualitative methods 
include market surveys, the Delphi method, and estimates based 
on the behavior of similar products. Because of the 
subjective nature of qualitative forecasting methods, they are 
better for long- range forecasts [Ref. 7: p. 112-116] . Within 
this chapter we examine the information that need to be 
forecast and the development of a forecasting method. 
B. DEMAND RATE AND LEAD TIME FORECASTING 
1. Overview 
Within the context of this thesis two variables require 
forecasting: demand rate and lead time. Demand rate is the 
amount of a particular item customers require over a certain 
time period. In order to accurately forecast demand rate, a 
history of demand must be available. As discussed at length 
in Chapter III, our initial forecasting was going to be 
accomplished utilizing existing data from Point Mugu. 
However, as discussed in that chapter, the demand data were 
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insufficient to develop of forecasts. This deficiency in the 
data led us to explore a less empirical and more theoretical 
approach for demand forecasting. Lead time is the amount of 
time required from the time the order is placed until receipt 
of the order. The lead time data in Point Mugu's database was 
good enough to make some generic assumptions about lead times 
and their variances; it was not good enough to produce the 
detailed analysis of lead time required when attempting to 
forecast lead time. 
The components of the demand rate that we examined for 
modeling purposes include: demand due to corrective 
maintenance, demand due to preventive maintenance, demand due 
to disposal of aged material, and the rate at which unused 
material is returned from maintenance. The reason for these 
components is that demand due to preventive maintenance can be 
considered planned or known demand and demand due to 
corrective maintenance can be considered unplanned or random 
demand. 
Lead time forecasting is essential when attempting to 
reach or maintain a customer service level. Lead time can be 
estimated based on past results or, if no pattern exists, can 
perhaps be described by a probability distribution. There are 
three elements of lead time: the lead time from the supplier 
to the HAZMATCTR, the lead time from the HAZMATCTR to the 
HAZMINCTR, and the lead time from the HAZMINCTR to the 
customer. The last two elements of lead time are considered 
fixed and will be discussed in further detail in the next 
chapter. All discussions of lead time within this chapter are 
focused on the lead time from the supplier to the HAZMATCTR. 
2. Random Demand 
Random demand can be thought of as demand which is 
unpredictable. We consider it to be demand due entirely to 
corrective or unplanned maintenance. This demand is the most 
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difficult to forecast because of wide ranges in the amount 
demanded. Once historical data becomes available for this 
type of demand a time-series forecasting method can be chosen. 
In order to apply a time- series method a specified period 
length must be established over which to measure and forecast 
the demand rate. The historical demand must be recorded for 
several periods in the past to provide historical data with 
which to generate a forecast or to fit the demand pattern to 
a probability distribution. Our recommendation is to use a 
time period of one week because current HAZMAT regulations 
allow a week's worth of HAZMAT to be stored in the work area. 
The probability distribution most appropriate for low demand 
items (less than twelve units per time period) would probably 
be the Poisson distribution and for high demand items (twelve 
or more units demanded per time period) the Normal 
distribution would be a good approximation for the Poisson 
distribution. If period demand is less than twelve units, 
utilization of the Normal distribution can include a 
probability of negative demand which is, of course, not 
possible. 
The unit of measurement is another variable that must be 
standardized for proper forecasting. Demand must be 
calculated for all items using a common unit of measure. That 
unit should allow easy determination of the demand for cost 
avoidance material and it should be possible to convert 
multiple stock numbered items into a common unit of 
measurement. The unit of measure recommended is the pound 
weight. This recommendation is because the HICS systems 
currently in use have scales available for weighing the 
material and disposal costs of hazardous waste is measured in 
pounds. 
The importance of converting multiple stock numbered 
items into a common unit of measure cannot be overstated. All 
demand of like items (material meeting the same 
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specifications) must be recorded as one item as opposed to 
recording each stock-numbered version of the item separately. 
Recording as one item reduces the substitution effect between 
the various stock-numbered versions of the same item and will 
allow a reduction in the amount of safety stock carried. This 
substitution effect may show a false high demand for one stock 
number while showing a false low demand for a different stock 
number simply because the Center is out of stock on the false 
low demand stock number. Recording demand for like items 
under one stock number would eliminate the substitution effect 
when one stock number is substituted for another. If the 
safety stock is recorded separately for the individual stock 
numbers the total of the separate safety stocks can be 
expected to exceed the safety stock for the items grouped 
together as one. 
As an example of the safety stock savings expected to be 
realized, a search of Point Mugu's database revealed eight 
individual NSN's, as listed in column (1) of Table 4.1, for 
isopropyl alcohol. Column (2) shows the current unit of issue 
for these items. Although we do not know the exact size of 
the bottle and can and the weight of a gallon of isopropyl 
alcohol, we assume a bottle contains one-eighth of a gallon, 
a can contains two gallons, and a gallon of isopropyl alcohol 
weighs eight pounds. Column ( 3) then represents the unit 
conversion to pound weight. Suppose that each of these items 
had a mean and standard deviation of demand as represented in 
columns (4) and (5), each item is Normally distributed, and 
the demand for the i terns are independent of one another. 
Column (6) then represents the safety stock required of each 
individual stock number assuming a 95 percent customer service 
level (standard normal deviate is 1. 645) . The sum of the 
safety stocks for these individual stock numbers is 89 pounds 
while if they were combined the safety stock would only need 
to be 40 pounds. The standard deviation used to determine the 
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aggregate safety stock is computed by taking the square root 
of the sum of the squares of the standard deviation for each 
individual item. This action of aggregating demand into a 
common unit of measure reduces the overall safety stock and, 
as a result, would reduce holding costs. 
Stock Number Unit Weight Demand Std Safety 
of Conver (lbs) Dev Stock 
Issue -sion 
6505-00-655-8366 Bottle 1 25 5 8.23 
6810-00-227-0410 Gallon 8 16 9 14.81 
6810-00-286-5435 Gallon 8 40 11 18.10 
6810-00-753-4993 Can 16 32 3 4.94 
6810-00-855-1158 Gallon 8 24 2 3.29 
6810-00-855-6160 Gallon 8 13 4 6.58 
6810-00-983-8551 Quart 2 49 18 29.61 
6810-01-190-2538 Can 16 12 2 3.29 
Total ss 88.83 
Aggregate ss 24.16 39.75 
Table 4.1. Comparison of Safety Stocks for a Multiple Stock 
- Numbered Item [Point Mugu Database] . 
3. Planned Demand 
Planned demand is somewhat easier to forecast. For 
example, a command typically knows when they are going to need 
material to perform specific planned maintenance tasks. 
Because of this known requirement they can order the material 
anytime prior to performing the maintenance action. The 
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customer must establish his planning horizon and that horizon 
will depend upon known lead time lengths. 
The least reliable estimate of lead times are associated 
with new material ordered for the first time throughout the 
HAZMATCTR region. However, if the material is a stocked item 
the lead time would be considerably more reliable and probably 
also much shorter because the system could already have some 
of the material on order at any given time. The lead time and 
thus the planning horizon would diminish for each day that the 
material order had been placed prior to the customer 
requirement. 
With proper planning a customer should be able to order 
the material well enough in advance to assure that it will be 
on hand just as it is needed. This requires knowledge of the 
lead time required to receive material after an order has been 
placed by the HAZMATCTR. 
Unfortunately, as we will demonstrate in the following 
chapters, that lead time can be highly variable. This 
variability requires careful planning on the part of the 
customer because if they want to ensure that the material will 
be available when required they must estimate the maximum 
value that the lead time can take. Since lead time is random, 
a specific probability distribution needs to be assumed. If 
that distribution does not have a finite right tail then some 
level of service must be considered. The customer usually has 
some desired level of service. For example if a Normal 
distribution for lead time is assumed, and a customer desires 
a service level of 99% (or 99 times out of 100 the material is 
available when needed) , the planning horizon must include the 
average lead time plus 2.33 times the standard deviation of 
lead time. Thus, if the average lead time for an item is 30 
days and the standard deviation of the lead time for that item 
is 20 days, the customer's planning horizon should be 30 days 
plus 2.33 times 20 days, or a total of 77 days. This means 
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they must know 77 days in advance of any requirement so that 
they can place an order which they desire to arrive on time 
for 99% of the orders they place for that item. 
4. A Mixture of Random and Planned Demand 
The planned requirement portion is ideal in a world where 
requirements never become emergent. An emergent requirement 
is a requirement for goods that cannot be anticipated. An 
example of this type of requirement would be when equipment 
suffers a breakdown for the first time. A mixture of both 
random and planned demand is typical in most situations simply 
because not all of the customers can plan for emerging 
requirements or the customers are poor planners. Upon 
startup, the percentage of overall random demand can therefore 
be expected to be higher than when the HAZMATCTR operation has 
been in operation for several years. As the operation 
continues the planned component of demand should increase 
because of experience gained by customers in planning for 
their HAZMAT requirements. 
5. Returned Material 
Excess material returned after completion of a 
maintenance action can be forecast in the same manner as 
random demand. Remembering that the material is issued to a 
customer and the customer is allowed to maintain the material 
for one week, the returned material "demand" will lag initial 
demand by up to one week. The amount of this material should 
decrease as the customer's planning improves. 
6. Material Disposal 
The amount of material sent for disposal as hazardous 
waste can be forecast in the same manner as random demand 
because the material will be on the shelf when shelf -life 
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expiration takes place. The amount of material disposed of is 
expected to decrease over the life of the HAZMATCTR. 
C. DETERMINATION OF DEMAND OR LEAD TIME DISTRIBUTIONS 
When dealing with a random demand rate and a random lead 
time an attempt must be made to fit the data to probability 
distributions. Data must first be collected. In the case of 
demand for a HAZMAT item, the data would be the weekly demand 
for the item in pound weight. For the lead time, the data 
would be the time it takes to receive an order once it is 
placed. Observations are needed over a period of time 
representative of the conditions expected in the future. The 
more data recorded, the better the model will represent 
reality. 
Having obtained sufficient data, the data can be 
separated into ten to fifteen groups of equal length over the 
entire spectrum of the data. The number of occurrences within 
each of the groups can be recorded and a histogram plotted. 
The frequency information can also be analyzed using any of 
the commercially-developed software programs that will fit 
data to a known probability distribution, usually through a 
goodness-of-fit test. If the data for either demand or lead 
time does not fit any known distribution an empirical 
distribution can be developed using the actual data. This 
would certainly be appropriate if the data are scarce. 
Finally, if demand and lead time are random, a convolution of 
the two distributions can be made to provide the probability 
distribution for demand during lead time [Ref.6:p.239]. 
D. FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 
After sufficient demand history is obtained, forecasting 
of the distribution parameters (namely, mean and standard 
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deviation) can also begin. Several different types of 
forecasting techniques can be used. The two most common are 
Moving Average and Exponential Smoothing. It is anticipated 
that the demand rate will ramp upwards upon implementation 
until all HAZMINCTR' s and commands within the Puget Sound area 
become partners in the program. After that the mean demand 
rate can be expected to remain fairly constant but the 
standard deviation should decrease as more of the demand is 
shifted from random to planned demand and planning estimates 
become more accurate. The demand rate would approach a 
constant mean demand rate as the system reaches steady state 
operations in an ideal world. The reality of this is as new 
constraints are imposed that affect HAZMAT the demand rate 
will adjust accordingly. 
1. Moving Average 
The moving average simply averages the demand observed 
for each of a specified number of previous periods to attempt 
to predict the next period's demand. Moving averages based on 
between two and six periods are recommended because the larger 
the number of periods the less sensitive the averages are to 
random fluctuations in the observed data [Ref.8:p.l30]. The 






Oldest demand rate observation; 
Newest demand rate observation; 
Forecasted demand rate; and 
(4 .1) 
Number of demand rate observations 
averaged together. 
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2. Exponential Smoothing 
Exponential smoothing is a forecasting technique that has 
been used extensively by the U. S. Navy to predict future 
demand. It involves choosing an alpha value that weight the 
most recent period. This value is between 0. 00 and 1. 00. The 
general formula for exponential smoothing is: 
a.d + (1-a.) d Zl Zl (4.2) 
-
where c.in+l Forecast for period n + 1; 
-
dn Forecast for period n; 
~ Actual demand during period n; and 
Ol Smoothing factor. 
3. Trending and Seasonality 
Trending and seasonality of the demand data must also be 
considered. Trending should be examined for any exponential 
smoothing forecast, but a year's worth of data should be 
available. Additionally, seasonality should also be examined 
when utilizing exponential smoothing, but at least two years' 
worth of data should be available. 
4. Lead Time Forecasting 
Forecasting lead time is different than forecasting 
demand. In forecasting demand you are estimating how much of 
a given item will be required during a given time period. In 
forecasting lead time the forecaster is trying to determine 
how long each order takes from ordering to delivery. The UICP 
inventory model for forecasting lead time uses a combination 
of an average and exponential smoothing. Initially, they 
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compute a quarterly average of lead times of all orders for 
like items then exponentially smooth this figure. The 
Aviation Supply Office (ASO) utilizes a constant alpha value 
of 0.5. The Ships Parts Control Center (SPCC) utilizes an 
alpha value of 0.2, 0.5, or 1.0, depending upon the length of 
time since the last lead time measurement. [Ref.9:p.3-A-33,34] 
5. Demand Rate Forecasting Method Evaluation 
Forecasts can be made using both the moving average and 
exponential smoothing models and their results compared to 
decide which is the best. This is done by determining the 
errors resulting from each forecasting method. There are 
several different measures which can be used to compare 
forecasting methods [Ref.6:p.42]. Two commonly used measures 
for evaluating a forecasting method are Mean Squared Error 
(MSE) and Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) [Ref.6:p.42]. The MSE 
weights errors in proportion to their squared values, weighing 
larger errors more heavily than smaller errors. The MAD 
weights all errors the same regardless of the magnitude of the 
errors. [Ref.6:p.42-43] The preferred measure is MAD because 
the concern is not that the forecast follow fluctuations 
closely, but that the mean is being tracked closely. 
The direction of forecast errors can also be measured 
using the Mean Error (ME) (also known as the Arithmetic Sum of 
Errors) This is measured by the actual demand for a given 
period and subtracting the forecasted demand for the same 
period. Completing this computation for a number of periods 
shows the tendency to over or under forecast. A negative 
figure for the ME shows a tendency to overforecast and a 
positive figure shows a tendency to underforecast. 
[Ref.6:p.43] 
When comparing demand rate forecasting techniques the 
time interval for the evaluation must be the same for the two 
different methods. In other words, the sum of the errors for 
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each method must be made over the same time periods. The best 
forecasting method will be the one with the lowest error over 
the evaluation period. Probably the most practical length of 
evaluation is fifty-two periods for weekly data. It is 
suggested that for the first two years of operation the moving 
average will probably result in the best demand rate forecasts 
and as steady- state operations are approached a shift to 
exponential smoothing will probably be in order. This is a 
result of the expected trends after the system becomes 
operational. It is expected that the planned demand rate 
would rise and the random, cost avoidance and disposal demand 
rates would decrease over several years until steady-state 
conditions are approached. The two-months moving average 
might provide the best forecasting method for following these 
downward trends until they damp out. 
E. CHOOSING THE BEST OVERALL FORECASTING TECHNIQUE FOR THE 
HAZMIN CENTER CONCEPT 
While both the moving average and exponential smoothing 
techniques may seem relatively straight forward and simple 
when dealing with the demand rate for a single line item, 
complexity is added, due to volume, when dealing with a 
database that approaches or exceeds 1000 items. Rather than 
dealing with different forecasting methods for different items 
it would probably be best to choose a forecasting method that 
fits low demand and a forecasting method that fits high demand 
items, with all items falling into one of these two 
categories. The cutoff for low or high demand items is 
probably best where the Normal distribution becomes a good 
approximation for the Poisson distribution, or at twelve 
pounds per time period. 
Once the system reaches a steady-state environment the 
best method for forecasting demand for the very active or high 
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demand items at that point in time will probably be an 
exponential smoothing model with alpha equal to 0.1. This 
suggestion is based on a study using simulated demand assuming 
the underlying distribution was Poisson or Normal and the test 
interval was 72 periods with a six period warmup. Table 4.2 
shows the results of this comparison of distributions and 
forecasting methods. The distribution column of Table 4.2 
lists the distribution and in parenthesis the mean and 
standard deviation of hypothetical demand data. For the 
Poisson distribution the mean and standard deviation are 
equal. The measure of effectiveness was the MSE and no 
measure of over or underforecasting was computed. The 
forecasting methods evaluated were two to six month moving 
averages and exponential smoothing with optimal alpha values. 
When utilizing the Normal distribution all negative numbers 
generated by the simulation given a certain mean and standard 
deviation were set equal to zero because negative demand is 
not meaningful. 
The purpose of this exercise of determining the best 
forecasting method is to illustrate the process. The mean 
demand rates are known, and the low alpha values illustrate 
the fact that the best forecast is the mean we used to create 
the data. In the real world we do not know the mean or how 
demand data will be distributed. 
After identifying the forecasting model most likely to be 
the best, this simulation was further embellished assuming an 
alpha 0. 10 exponential smoothing model (an approximate 
average of the above results). The above distributions were 
re-evaluated, assuming only a 0.1 exponential smoothing 
forecast, and reevaluated against the moving average forecast 
model. The results remained the same in all cases with the 
exception of a Poisson distribution (mean= 5.0) where a six-
month moving average was best and the Normal distribution 
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(mean = 1.0, standard deviation = 1.0) where the three-month 
moving average became the best forecasting technique. 
Distribution Alpha Forecasting Method 
Value 
Poisson ( 0. 1) 0.01 Exponential Smoothing 
Poisson ( 0. 5) 0.01 Exponential Smoothing 
Poisson ( 1. 0) 0.10 Exponential Smoothing 
Poisson (2. 0) 0.08 Exponential Smoothing 
Poisson ( 5. 0) 0.20 Exponential Smoothing 
Poisson (20. 0) 0.09 Exponential Smoothing 
Poisson (50.0) 0.08 Exponential Smoothing 
Normal ( 11 1) 0.13 Exponential Smoothing 
Normal (10,3.16) 0.20 Exponential Smoothing 
Normal (10,10) 0.13 Exponential Smoothing 
Normal (100,10) 0.05 Exponential Smoothing 
Table 4.2. Results of Comparing Forecasting Models for 
Simulated Demands Assuming the Poisson and Normal 
Distributions. 
Reaching a steady-state condition will probably be 
a lengthy process as well. All commands must be on line with 
the regional concept and should have gone through at least one 
complete maintenance cycle. The process will probably take in 
excess of 36 months or more because of the preventive 
maintenance structure of the United States Navy. We suggest 
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a start-up forecasting model of a two month moving average 
which will allow the forecast to easily follow any demand 
trends. When the mean demand rate approaches some steady 
value it is recommended that the forecasting method be shifted 
to an alpha = 0.10 exponential smoothing model which should 
provide the best results as demonstrated in Table 4.2. 
After evaluating the most common forecasting methods and 
achieving an adequate basis for making forecasting decisions, 
in the following chapter we discuss the costs associated with 
the HAZMATCTR concept. 
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V. COST AND CONSTRAINT FACTOR ANALYSIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The objective of any inventory model is to have material 
in the right amounts in the right place, at the right time, at 
a low cost. Most of the costs associated with regional 
hazardous inventory management operations are the same as 
those of any inventory management system. For each item, 
these costs are normally considered to be the unit purchase 
cost, the ordering cost, the holding cost, the shortage or 
backorder cost, and the transportation cost. However, due to 
the nature of HAZMAT ordering, storing, handling, packaging, 
and transporting, there may be additional costs that affect 
the order quantity and reorder point for any given item. 
Special handling procedures and facility requirements 
introduce cost considerations not normally associated with 
non-hazardous items. Additionally, the cost of disposing of 
the used or obsolete material as waste is not found in the 
basic inventory models. 
Certain costs can be determined in a straight forward 
manner. Others require consideration of additional factors 
and, as a result, can be complicated to quantify. Tersine 
[Ref.6:p.ll3-115] and Ballou [Ref.7:p.413-416] describe how to 
determine the basic costs. We will review these and, in 
addition, attempt to identify and suggest ways to determine 
the additional costs relevant to our model in the following 
sections. 
B. UNIT COST 
The unit cost is the cost to obtain the item from the 
supply source. This is either the government price (for 
GSA/DLA material) or the purchase order price for non- standard 
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items (purchase order price includes freight charges to the 
ordering activity) . We assume the cost to be constant for 
each line item; that is, (1) any quantity discounts are 
applied to each unit rather than incrementally; and (2) the 
method of procurement is the same for all units of a 
particular line item (an item is either standard stock or open 
purchase, not both). This latter assumption standardizes the 
unit cost by discounting the situation when standard stock 
items are purchased locally at a different price than the 
stock system price. 
Local purchase of HAZMAT is an 
addressed. NAVSUPINST 4200.85A [Ref.lO] 
issue that must be 
sets down specific 
guidance as to what requirements must be met to procure 
material from other than DOD sources. The applicable pages 
from this instruction are included as Appendix B. Material is 
generally not authorized for local procurement unless approval 
is obtained from a designated Navy Hazardous Material 
minimization office. Approval is generally not given if stock 
numbered material is available. Exceptions may be the 
criticality of the requirement, the non-availability of system 
assets, or other emergent situations. The current alternative 
is the Prime Vendor concept, where specific vendors identified 
by each item manager may provide the material direct to the 
requesting activity. These procedures usually result in a 
faster delivery time. This concept is not currently in place 
at FISC Puget Sound. 
With the need to minimize the order cycle of HAZMAT, to 
minimize costs, and avoid excess stock levels, it may be 
necessary to investigate the Prime Vendor concept. However, 
until this occurs, we made an additional assumption that no 
material would be procured locally using other than small 
purchase procedures (less than $25,000 per purchase request). 
Requirements in excess of this amount are expected to be 
acquired from the supply system, either from GSA or DLA. 
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C. ORDER COST 
1. Background 
Ordering cost is the expense associated with the 
determination of requirements, processing of a purchase 
request, and subsequent actions through receipt of the order 
[Ref.ll:Encl. (l),part V]. This cost is considered to be a 
fixed dollar value for all orders. The annual total costs to 
order will be the product of this cost and the total number of 
orders placed each year for a given item. 
The ordering cost includes the cost of comparing the 
different suppliers, preparing the requisition or purchase 
order, receiving the materials and inspecting them, following 
up on any outstanding orders (whether they are experiencing 
unusual delay or have dropped out of the system altogether), 
and doing the processing required to complete the transaction 
(annotating the invoice with payment information, updating the 
outstanding order file and the receipt file, properly filing 
the paperwork for future audit, etc.). 
DODI 4140.39 [Ref.ll] contains a complete list of 
functional elements DOD includes in the cost to order at the 
ICP level. The ordering cost will vary depending on the type 
of procurement. Standard stock orders require much less time 
and labor than open purchase. Small purchase buys (less than 
$25,000) utilizing prime vendors or made against local Blanket 
Purchase Agreements (BPAs) require less time and labor than 
other types of purchases. 
2. Study of Ordering Costs at DLA ICPs 
We utilized a study commissioned by DLA with an outside 
consulting firm, SYNERGY, Inc [Ref.12]. As background, when 
DLA first implemented their EOQ model within its Standard 
Automated Material Management System (SAMMS), they elected to 
use a single T value (square root of the ratio of the cost-to-
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order and the cost-to-hold) 
(the value of T was assumed 
a multiple cost model. 
develop a means to 
The 
for all items within a commodity 
to be constant), rather than use 
purpose of the SYNERGY study was 
determine those multiple costs and 
determine the impact of using a multiple cost model. 
As part of their analysis, SYNERGY identified the 
ordering cost of material for each DLA ICP. This analysis was 
extensive and included average performance time and labor cost 
for each functional element in the cost-to-order value. To 
help isolate the specific order method for a given item, DLA 
computes a dollar value of quarterly demand and, based on this 
amount, the computer assigns each item to procurement under an 
appropriate SAMMS Automated Small Purchase System (SASP) . 
Table 5 .1 summarizes the relevant ordering costs [Ref .12: p. 6] . 
Standard Stock/ non-BPA 
Activity 
Defense Construction Supply Center (DCSC) 
Defense Electronics Supply Center (DESC) 
Defense General Supply Center (DGSC) 
Defense Industrial Supply Center (DISC) 
Defense Personnel Support Center - (DPSC-M) 
medical 
Defense Personnel Support Center - (DPSC-CT) 
clothing and textiles 













Table 5.1. DLA Ordering Costs by Inventory Control Point. 
The table shows the ordering cost for each ICP of the two 
major types of procurement we are assuming for the HAZMATCTR: 
standard stock and non-standard, small purchase (less than 
$25, 000) procurement. DLA does not use SASP I for medical or 
clothing and textile items so those cost were not available. 
We are assuming that standard stock buys (including buys from 
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prime vendors) and purchases against a BPA made by the 
HAZMATCTR are very similar to DLA ICP purchases of small 
Dollar-Value-of-Quarterly-Demand (DVQD) items. These types of 
procurement fall under the ICP SASP I program, which uses a 
single source, eligible vendor from which to make BPA and 
indefinite delivery-type contract (IDTC) buys. Since the 
HAZMATCTR is constrained to single source for stock buys (the 
Supply System) and performs BPA buys essentially the same as 
the ICP, we are assuming the cost figures determined by the 
SYNERGY study for stock/BPA buy situations adequately 
represent the circumstances at FISC Puget Sound. Under the 
same assumption, non-standard, non-BPA buys at FISC Puget 
Sound were assumed to be very similar to the DLA ICP 
Small/Manual purchase procedures. These procedures at the ICP 
level follow the same dollar values ($0.01 to $25,000.00) the 
HAZMATCTR must use and assume that the procurement is 
processed manually. As Table 5.1 illustrates, there is a 
significant increase in cost-to-order with a manual process. 
3. Setting the Value 
Using the cost to order figures discussed above, we then 
attempted to identify the HAZMAT order pattern for a typical 
DOD HAZMAT ordering activity. We used a sample of 500 Navy 
stock numbers from the inventory database at Point Mugu. We 
identified the item manager for each stock number and found 
that the majority of non-petroleum HAZMAT is managed by either 
GSA, DGSC, or DISC. The percentages of items managed by these 
activities for the sample we utilized were 33.4%, 45.2%, and 
21.4%, respectively. Although we did not have a relative 
cost-to-order for GSA, we assumed that the cost to order would 
be similar to the cost at DISC. 2 We weighted the cost 
2HAZMAT managed by GSA and DISC is limited to some paints, 
sealers, and adhesives, Federal Supply Group 80. HAZMAT managed by 
DGSC includes chemicals and chemical products, photographic 
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figures in Table 5.1 using the percentages (we combined DISC 
and GSA) and estimated a cost-to-order of $54 per order for 
stock/BPA buys and $101 per order for open purchase/non-EPA 
procurement. We assumed for our analysis that all orders are 
for standard supply system stock or small purchase BPA buys so 
our calculations of ordering costs is $54. This figure seemed 
justified in light of a recent program implemented at DLA. As 
part of the Defense Performance Review to reinvent the way DOD 
does business, a six-month program is being tested at six Navy 
sites in CONUS whereby customers who find a lower total cost 
on the commercial market for any material centrally managed by 
DLA can ask DLA to provide the material at that lower cost. 
The "total cost" is the local purchase cost plus an additional 
$50 representing the administrative cost of ordering [Ref.13]. 
Since this represented an average cost for all DLA material, 
we decided that the $54 figure would reasonably account for 
any additional cost of ordering hazardous material. 
D. HOLDING COSTS 
1. Basic Holding Costs 
The holding cost for an item is the cost of investing in 
the item and maintaining it in the physical inventory. This 
includes the cost of capital invested in the inventory, the 
cost of storage (including the cost of storage facility 
maintenance), the cost of losses that occur while the material 
is being stored, and the cost of material that is no longer of 
value to the customer whether as a result of obsolescence or 
shelf life expiration. 
Government holding costs for typical non-hazardous, non-
repairable material have assumed a relationship between the 
unit cost of an item and the cost of holding it for a period 
supplies, solid fuels, and oils and greases. [Ref.14:para 21148] 
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of time. It is expressed as the cost per year per dollar of 
average on-hand inventory. The current annual holding cost 
rates for consumable items at DLA activities are provided in 
Table 5.2 [Ref.l2:p.l51]. 
Investment Storage Obsolescence Other Holding 
Activity Cost Cost Cost Losses Rate 
DCSC 10% 1% 6% 0% 17% 
DESC 10 1 8 0 19 
DGSC 10 1 6 0 17 
DISC 10 1 7 0 18 
DPSC-M 10 1 1 0 12 
DPSC-CT 10 1 7 0 18 
Table 5.2. DLA Holding Costs by Inventory Control Point. 
The 7 percent obsolescence cost at DISC and DPSC- CT are 
assumed since neither of these activities specifically apply 
a number to this component. These numbers were provided by 
DLA-OS to allow SYNERGY to make comparisons [Ref.l2:p.l49]. 
2. Hazardous Material Holding Costs 
HAZMAT has certain unique characteristics that may change 
these cost percentages. Several of the above listed 
components may change significantly when the item being held 
is hazardous in nature. 
a. Cost of Storage 
Storage facilities for HAZMAT must meet certain 
standards. DOD Instruction 4145.19R, "Storage and Materials 
Handling", Chapter 5, [Ref.lS] provides additional conditions 
that must be met at facilities that store hazardous materials. 
These requirements include additional fire suppression 
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capabilities (such as extra fire extinguishers and fire proof 
doors), additional safety devices (eye wash stations, spark-
proof light fixtures and light switches), and additional space 
restrictions between materials (to improve emergency access 
and to minimize risk of mixing incompatible materials and 
causing potentially dangerous chemical reactions). Hence, the 
cost of storage for hazardous materials may be more than the 
1 percent projected by DLA at each of its activities. How 
much more is not known for certain, but we attempt to set a 
specific value below. 
b. Cost of Obsolescence 
This cost is intended to include losses of material 
due to all causes that render the on-hand material superfluous 
[Ref .11: Encl. 4, part IIB] . Although most general purpose stock 
items have deteriorative qualities (10 years is considered the 
useful life of non-shelf life items), obsolescence is more of 
an issue for hazardous i terns, where nearly 70 percent are 
shelf life coded. Shelf life coded "A" condition and CA 
material both require inspection for obsolescence (remaining 
shelf life) Material must be disposed of for which the 
shelf life was either never extendable (Type I) or the shelf 
life has reached its maximum allowable extended life (Type 
II). Although the actual cost to dispose of the material will 
be discussed in the following section, the increased 
management attention and manpower requirements to identify 
expired shelf life material should be added to the holding 
cost of HAZMAT. 
c. Setting the Value 
With the information from Table 5.2 and the factors 
discussed above, we made several assumptions. First, that 
cost of storage, although not a large percentage, was more 
than the 1% currently projected by DLA. We assumed a figure 
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of 2%. Also, given the increased significance of identifying 
obsolescence, we assumed that an additional 1 or 2 percent on 
top of the existing DGSC and DISC cost of obsolescence figures 
was also not unreasonable. For our model, we therefore 
assumed the following holding cost components: 
Cost of capital 10% 
Cost of storage facilities 2% 
Other Losses 0% 
Obsolescence 8% 
Total 20% 
E. DISPOSAL COSTS 
1. Background 
Disposal costs are the costs of removing, repackaging, 
and transporting material that no longer fulfills its intended 
purpose to the Hazardous Waste Collection area. We discussed 
identification of obsolescent material requiring disposal as 
a factor of holding costs. The actual direct costs represent 
a separate cost factor. This additional factor is the total 
cost of "A" condition and CA material (returned by the 
customer in a reusable condition) that must be disposed of as 
"waste" by the HAZMINCTR. Disposal costs of "A" condition 
material are a function of the quantity of material ordered 
while disposal costs of reuse material are a function of the 
quantity of material returned. 
2. Setting the Value 
Appendix C is the existing contract for hazardous waste 
disposal at FISC Puget Sound. The total annual disposal cost 
can be found by cross referencing each item on the AUL with 
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its appropriate item disposal cost from Appendix C and 
multiplying by the amount of material disposed. 
Personnel at the FISC Reuse Store currently estimate that 
no more than 2% of the returned material of any particular 
item is disposed of as waste. There is no current estimate of 
how much "A" condition material reaches its maximum shelf life 
and must be disposed. However, because average reuse material 
would presumably have less remaining shelf life than average 
"A" condition and may suffer reduction of usefulness (slight 
contamination, evaporation of VOC after the container is 
opened, etc.), we are estimating that annual disposal costs 
will equal the cost of disposal times 2% of the returned 
material. We are assuming that "A" condition material is 
received with the majority of its shelf life remaining and 
that no disposals of "A" condition material are made. 
F. SHORTAGE COSTS AND LEVEL OF SERVICE 
1. Parameter Definitions for the Shortage Costs 
The following parameters are used. 
pound. 
R Annual Demand, 
Y Annual Returned Quantity, 
Quantities are in 
Cp Unit purchase cost of the item, 
I Annual holding cost rate, 
DLT Mean demand during lead time - Total, 
ROP Reorder Point, and 
A Shortage cost per unit. 
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2. Background 
Shortage costs are the costs resulting from not being 
able to provide an item when it is requested by a customer. 
This may be seen as the cost associated with a loss of 
readiness or the added expense of expediting requisitions. It 
can also be found in the customer's lack of confidence in the 
ability of the system to support their requirements. This may 
force customers to circumvent normal procurement procedures 
and procure material from local vendors without purchase 
authority. 3 Quantifying these types of stockout costs is a 
difficult issue. 
It should be understood that prior to reaching the 
reorder point the risk of stockout is zero and 100 percent of 
all customer orders will be filled. Stockouts occur after 
ordering additional material and before it arrives. 
Tersine [Ref. 6: p. 2 09] points out that there are two 
schools of thought on how to establish safety stocks to 
minimize stockouts. The first addresses known stockout costs 
(such as the additional expediting cost) while the second 
deals with unknown costs (such as loss of customer goodwill). 
We use the second approach. Management establishes a 
level of service policy to react to customer requirements. 
This level of service assumes a tradeoff between being able to 
satisfy 100 percent of customer demands (right amount, right 
time, right place, and right condition) based on some known or 
assumed probability distribution of demand during lead time, 
and the cost of providing that level of service. Tersine 
shows that there is an optimum level of customer service 
determined by taking the first derivative of the expected 
30nly authorized DOD contracting officers with a valid 
contracting warrant have the authority to obligate DOD funds 
through commercial contracts with local vendors. Without this 
authority such actions are considered to be unauthorized 
commitments [Ref. 4]. 
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safety stock cost equation with respect to the reorder point 
and setting the resulting equation equal to zero. Tersine's 
expected annual total safety stock cost (TC) equation, when 
stockouts are on a per unit basis, is the amount of safety 
stock (in units) multiplied by the unit holding cost plus the 
shortage cost per unit multiplied by the number of order 
cycles per year (annual demand divided by the order quantity) 
multiplied by the number of units demanded during lead time 
that can be expected to exceed the reorder point. 
written as follows [Ref.6:p.216]: 
TC = ICpSS +A R [E{DLT> ROP)] • Q 
This is 
( 5. 1) 
The first derivative of TC with respect to the Reorder 
Point gives the RISK OF STOCKOUT equation: 
RISK OF STOCKOUT = ( 5. 2) 
Solving this "RISK" equation for A, we get 
l = ICp(} 
R (RISK) 
. , ( 5. 3) 
which we can use to compute an implied value for the shortage 
cost for a desired service level which we define as 1 - RISK. 
We will need to use the formula for Q to be derived in the 
next chapter (equation (6.23)) to complete the derivation of 





3. Setting the Value 
For safety stock calculations we assume a level of 
service of 99%, or 2.33 standard deviations from the mean, is 
appropriate for the Hazardous Material Minimization Center 
Concept model. 
G. TRANSPORTATION COSTS 
1. Introduction 
One of the more important considerations of an inventory 
model for managing HAZMAT are the cost factors attributable to 
the movement of material. It is anticipated that there will 
be two different transportation systems for moving the 
material: a regional network from the HAZMATCTR (the receiving 
warehouse at FISC Puget Sound) to the HAZMINCTRs and local 
networks linking each HAZMINCTRs to their end users. We will 
try to determine what effect, if any, transportation decisions 
will have on selecting the most cost effective method for 
ordering hazardous material. 
2. Overview of the Proposed Transportation System 
The Regional Hazardous Material Management Facility 1 
Puget Sound, will be the inventory management activity 
responsible for ordering, receiving 1 and maintaining inventory 
control of HAZMAT at the HAZMINCTRs within its geographic area 
of influence. There will be a computer network linking the 
HAZMATCTR to all HAZMINCTRs and each Center to the other 
sites. This network will provide real time inventory 
management information at each HAZMINCTR. It will also 
provide direct on-line communications capabilities that will 
enhance the inventory management functions between the 
HAZMATCTR and the various HAZMINCTRs. 
The HAZMATCTR will track issues, set high and low limits 
for the HAZMINCTRs, and order material from the supply system 
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and through open purchase to meet the desired customer service 
level discussed in Section F. The HAZMATCTR will also manage 
the hazardous waste disposal for the region. Hence, it has 
the responsibility of providing an effective transportation 
network to accomplish these tasks. 
Figure 5.1 is a map of the local geographic area and the 
relative locations of the HAZMATCTR and the current proposed 
HAZMINCTR sites, showing the major roads and the most likely 
ferries to be used. There are two separate transportation 
networks to be considered but we are primarily concerned with 
the regional network, from the HAZMATCTR to the HAZMINCTRs. 
3. HAZMATCTR To HAZMINCTR Regional Delivery Network 
a. Overview 
This network is expected to operate between a 
central depot (HAZMATCTR) and its customers (HAZMINCTRs) . 
Material, ordered by the HAZMATCTR to replace or augment 
HAZMINCTR stock, will be received (and briefly stored) at the 
HAZMATCTR and placed on a truck to be delivered to the various 
HAZMINCTRs on a regularly scheduled basis. It is anticipated 
that scheduled deliveries will either be daily or weekly, but 
no less frequently than weekly. Material will be loaded until 
truck capacity is reached. If more than a truckload of 
material is available for delivery to the HAZMINCTRs during 
the normal delivery cycle, the HAZMATCTR should assign a 
priority to each order, with Direct Turnover (DTO) and 
material showing low or zero balance stock levels at the 
HAZMINCTRs given the highest priority and "top off" i terns 
given the lowest priority. Material not loaded due to truck 
capacity constraints will have to wait for the next scheduled 
cycle. The driver will also be responsible for the pickup and 
delivery of HAZMAT from one HAZMINCTR to another and the 
pickup of hazardous waste accumulated at the HAZMINCTRs and 
its delivery to the designated waste processing area. 
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Figure 5.1. Map of the Puget Sound area. 
b. Delivery and Pickup Routes 
The choice of the delivery and pickup routes can 
best be described as the "Traveling Salesman Problem," where 
a shortest route is desired that reaches each intermediate 
point and returns to the point of origin. There are several 
options in choosing the specific pickup and delivery route to 
be used, whether the measure of performance is time, distance, 
or cost. We used time as the measure since it includes cost 
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aspects and because the time to travel a given distance in the 
Puget Sound area is affected by the geography of the area; 
i.e., short distances across water may take a long time to 
traverse. 
(1) Combine deliveries with pickups. This 
method would combine the delivery of HAZMAT to each HAZMINCTR 
on the delivery route with the pickup of accumulated HAZWASTE 
for all sites on a single route. The extent to which this is 
feasible will depend on the vehicle capacities, the volume of 
material involved, and the degree to which pickups at prior 
stops block access to material on the vehicle at subsequent 
stops. It is also necessary for the driver of the vehicle to 
comply with all regulations regarding the segregation of the 
various categories of HAZMAT and HAZWASTE [Ref.16]. The route 
should be a loop and be designed to pass each HAZMINCTR only 
once during a cycle. 
(2) Separate deliveries and pickups. This 
option would have the vehicle make two stops at each 
HAZMINCTR, making deliveries on the outbound trip, pickups on 
the return leg, using a single route for all sites. It would 
start its delivery cycle from the HAZMATCTR and proceed in 
order to each HAZMINCTR. After the final delivery of HAZMAT 
to the most distance site, it would retrace the original route 
and pickup any accumulated HAZWASTE. Thus multiple routes 
would be needed. 
(3) Multiple routes. It may not be feasible, 
either due to quantity of material to be transported or the 
time and distance necessary to reach the outlying sites (i.e., 
Naval Station, Everett (NAVSTA) and Naval Air Station, Whidbey 
Island (NASWI)) to have only one route responsible for all the 
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sites. More than one route seems inevitable. The routes 
could either be loops or separate delivery/pickup legs. 
c. 7ype of Vehicle to be Used 
The type of vehicle(s) available may impact on the 
design of each route. Not only is maximum route capacity 
affected, but the time it takes to complete one delivery/ 
pickup cycle is affected by load and unload time. A side-
loading stake truck is easier to load by forklift than a van 
but is usually more susceptible to weather considerations. A 
pickup truck is easy to load but has a smaller maximum 
capacity. The current situation at FISC Puget Sound is 
described below. 
d. Schedule of Deliveries 
It is necessary to determine a schedule that the 
vehicles will follow. Two questions must still be addressed: 
First, how often will scheduled deliveries and pickups occur? 
Second, will all deliveries be made on the same scheduled day 
or will different HAZMINCTRS receive service on different days 
of the week? 
The answers to these questions may be found in the 
quantity of material delivered during a normal cycle and the 
capacity of the vehicle to be used. For example, FISC Puget 
Sound currently has one 5-ton covered van available for HAZMAT 
material deliveries to the various HAZMINCTRs. There is no 
data available on how much HAZMAT is currently delivered to 
the various sites. Since we are assuming that the capacity of 
the vehicle ultimately chosen by the HAZMATCTR will at least 
be sufficient to carry one week's requirements, it is 
recommended that the vehicle make weekly deliveries and that 
the vehicle make stops at each location along its route on the 
same day each week, along the routes proposed below. A third 
consideration, whether any of the HAZMINCTRs have required 
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delivery/pickup time windows, was addressed to FISC Puget 
Sound personnel during the visit to the site. None of the 
various HAZMINCTR sites has any particular time constraints 
other than normal working hours [Ref.3]. 
e. Material Handling Equipment {MHE) 
The type of material handling equipment available at 
the origin and each delivery point will affect the total load 
and unload times and the time to separate any HAZMAT from 
HAZWASTE on the delivery vehicle. 
FISC Puget Sound currently utilizes one 5000 pound 
forklift to move its HAZMAT from its receiving dock to its 
storage area and to transport any HAZWASTE between the 
delivery vehicles and its accumulation yard. Each HAZMINCTR 
site currently has at least one 2000 pound forklift to offload 
material and on load HAZWASTE. At this time additional 
capacity does not appear to be required. 
f. Proposed Routes 
Figure 5.2 shows the proposed delivery/pickup 
routes. Although there are numerous algorithms to optimize 
local delivery vehicle routing [Ref.17], the geographic 
factors in the Puget Sound area override many of the 
alternatives. The first route will service the HAZMINCTRs 
near the HAZMATCTR Puget Sound Naval Shipyard ( PSNSY) ; 
Submarine Base, Bangor Reuse Center and the Trident Refit 
Facility (TRF); and the Naval Undersea Warfare Center, Keyport 
(NUWC). 
The second route would service the outlying 
HAZMINCTRS at NAVSTA Everett and NASWI. The necessity of 
proper planning and using the Washington State Ferry Service 
are key factors in developing service on this route. Ferries 
are only available from Kingston to Edmonds, Mulki teo to 
Clinton (south edge of Whidbey Island) , and Keystone (near 
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Figure 5.2. Proposed delivery/pickups routes. 
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NASWI) to Port Townsend (see Figure 5.2). The service would 
need to be flexible and adjusted according to the known HAZMAT 
and HAZWASTE requirements at the two sites. When there is 
sufficient space available for material being delivered to 
both sites and for all HAZWASTE to be picked up at both sites, 
it would be beneficial to operate this route as a loop, 
utilizing the ferry from Keystone to Port Townsend after 
visiting NASWI. When vehicle capacity dictates delivering 
first to NASWI, it would operate in the opposite direction. 
If vehicle capacity is at a premium, deliveries would be made 
on the outbound leg, pickups on the return leg. If no 
material is required or no HAZWASTE is ready for pickup at 
either site, this route would be omitted for that week. 
Minimizing travel time (which would minimize total cost per 
mile for the vehicle and the driver) would be given more 
significance in determining a specific weekly delivery/pickup. 
There are several advantages to the proposed 
multiple routes. First, the capacity of the vehicles need 
only be as large as the amount of deliveries dictate for that 
route. Second, the need to segregate material from waste is 
minimized. Only HAZMAT being transferred from one HAZMINCTR 
to another (or in the situation outlined above for Everett and 
NASWI) would require segregation. The amount of vehicle space 
on the return leg also makes it is easier to segregate 
different types of waste within the vehicles. 
Requirements for transporting HAZMAT and HAZWASTE by 
ferry are controlled by the Department of Transportation. 
Vehicles using the ferries must adhere to the same 
requirements as vehicles travelling over the road. No 
additional safety requirements must be met. 
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g. Current System 
FISC currently has a 5-ton covered truck available 
to deliver material around FISC and PSNSY. For deliveries to 
all other sites they use a driver certified under 49 CFR 
[Ref.lO] to transport HAZMAT over the road. The driver is 
supplied by either the nearby Manchester Fuel Depot or Defense 
Depot Public Works (DDPW) since FISC does not have their own 
certified driver. Deliveries are made 2 to 3 times a week, 
both on and off station. 90 percent of all deliveries are 
less than 2000 pounds. When the ferry system is not available 
due to inclement weather, the driver services the two outlying 
sites by road. This requires that he drive south along 
Highway 16 over the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, drive along the 
eastern shore of Puget Sound to reach NAVSTA Everett. From 
there he continues north along Interstate 5 to Highway 20, 
travels along this route through Anacortes, where the bridge 
through Deception Pass puts him at the north edge of Whidbey 
Island. His return trip retraces this route. Total one way 
driving time is at least 3 hours. Including unloading and 
reloading time, it is near impossible for him to deliver to 
all six sites in one day. The current cost of this service 
was not available to us. [Ref.18] 
4. HAZMINCTR to End User Delivery System 
Each HAZMINCTR is expected to have its own pickup and 
delivery service to customer activities within their area of 
operation. That system is expected to operate on a daily 
basis and will deliver material from HAZMINCTR stock to the 
user either upon request or on a regular daily delivery cycle. 
Each vehicle needs to be capable of carrying both HAZMAT and 
HAZWASTE and needs to comply with all regulations concerning 
separation [Ref.16]. Hazardous waste removed from customer 
activities would be stored at the HAZMINCTR and would be 
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picked up by the HAZMATCTR delivery vehicle during its 
regularly scheduled cycle. 
5. Cost Effect of Transportation 
We are assuming that the majority of the transportation 
decisions, such as delivery route, size of trucks, and MHE 
requirements, will be made independent of the inventory 
management model. The inventory model will affect the 
schedule of delivery, which will depend on how often material 
ordered for distribution to the HAZMINCTRs exceeds the 
capacity at the HAZMATCTR receiving and storage facility. If 
the HAZMATCTR can coordinate with its suppliers to deliver 
material to coincide with the pre-determined network delivery 
schedule, this capacity constraint would also not be a factor. 
However, with the wide variance of lead times for order 
delivery from the supply system, this coordination is not yet 
available. However, current warehouse capacity is not 
constrained by the amount of material being received at FISC 
Puget Sound. Therefore, we assume none of these factors will 
affect the inventory management model in a steady state 
environment. 
H. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 
Appendix D is the 11 Permit to Operate 11 issued by the 
Ventura County (California) Air Pollution Control District to 
the Naval Air Weapons Station, Point Mugu. As it illustrates, 
Point Mugu is severely restricted in the quantities of 
facilities, equipment, and material it may use in a given year 
that may pollute the atmosphere. Within the permit there are 
specific guidelines as to the maximum allowable amounts of 
various hazardous chemicals that may be used. This permit 
affects the inventory management decisions at Point Mugu. It 
is unwise for them to stock material in excess of the 
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allowable amounts because it increases the potential for 
HAZWASTE disposal costs due to expired shelf life. For 
example, the permit restricts Point Mugu to an annual usage of 
55 gallons of methylene chloride stripper containing less than 
10 percent by weight reactive organic compounds (ROC) . 4 
There may be similar restrictions for Puget Sound. We were 
unable to procure one at this time. Although California 
currently has some of the more stringent environmental 
regulations, the state of Washington is also in the forefront 
of environmental reform and these restrictions obviously 
impact inventory management models. 
4Methylene chloride is used primarily as a solvent for various 
organic materials, as a refrigerant in centrifugal compressors, and 




VI. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Having presented forecasting and cost concepts in the two 
preceding chapters, the foundation for an examination of how 
much to order and when to place the order to provide a desired 
level of customer service has been established. Two inventory 
models are proposed: an expanded Economic Order Quantity 
(EOQ) model and a modified version of the Silver model. The 
EOQ model assumes continuous review and the Silver model 
assumes periodic review. 
B. EOQ MODEL 
1. Background 
The Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model dates back to the 
early part of this century and is the basis for most commonly 
known deterministic inventory models [Ref.8:p.564]. The basic 
model determines an order quantity that balances holding and 
ordering costs and, as a consequence, minimizes total average 
annual variable costs. The EOQ model is easy to use but 
doesn't take into account risk and uncertainty [Ref.6:p.205]. 
The limitations of the assumptions accompanying the basic 
model add to its simplicity. How the important assumptions of 
the classic model and the assumptions of the model differ, and 
several additional assumptions for the model, are provided in 
the following paragraphs. 
a. Demand is Known and Constant 
This assumption is valid if we further project that 
as the HAZMATCTR and HAZMINCTRs approach steady-state 
operations the majority of demand will come from planned or 
MRP requirements as discussed in Chapter IV. The additional 
unknown, random component will be covered by safety stock. We 
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cannot, however, assume that this demand will be constant. 
For the development of the model we will assume demand to be 
probabilistic and described by a steady- state known 
probability distribution (i.e., having a constant mean and 
variance over time) . 
b. Lead time is Known and Constant: 
By improving relations with GSA/DLA, the variability 
of lead times for receiving material can be reduced. 
Hopefully, this factor can approach a known, constant level. 
However, it is unlikely this will happen in the near future. 
Therefore, for the model lead times are assumed to be 
probabilistic. 
c. Instantaneous Receipt: 
All material from an order is assumed to arrive at 
the same time. This is a normal circumstance for most small 
orders. We assume for modeling purposes that even for large 
orders all items arrive at the same time. 
d. No Quantity Discounts are Available 
There is no discount for larger orders of supply 
system stocked material. Although the quarterly price may 
increase with each new Management List, Navy (MLN) tape from 
the item managers, we assume a constant price. 
e. All Costs are Known and Constant 
We assume that all costs can be identified and will 
not change significantly over the forecast period. 
f. Disposals Will be a Factor of Returned Material 
Only 
This assumption is not part of the classic EOQ 
model, but, as discussed in Chapter V, it is an important 
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consideration. Disposal of material is assumed to represent 
a fixed percentage of returned material. The actual disposal 
rate is a random variable consisting of both "A" condition and 
CA material, but until more information is known about its 
distribution it is assumed to be a constant factor of returned 
material only. Although, in reality, there is some disposal 
of "A" condition material, we were not able to find any. The 
cost of inspecting material for expired shelf life is assumed 
to be a component of the holding cost. 
g. Demand and Lead Time are Independent and 
Normally Distributed 
For ease of computations we are assuming that the 
probability distributions for the demand rate and lead time 
are Normal and are independent of each other. Hadley and 
Whitin [Ref.19:p.ll7] point out that for low demand items it 
is more probable that the demand rate will be described by a 
Poisson distribution. Further, they add that it is not 
unreasonable that lead time will follow a Gamma distribution. 
The convolution of a Poisson demand rate and a Gamma lead time 
will result in a Negative Binomial distribution for demand 
during lead time. However, since there is no current data, we 
have limited the model assumptions to a Normal distribution 
for the demand during lead time. 
2. Model Development 
a. Parameter Definitions for the Reorder Point 
The following parameters are used. Lead time is 
expressed in days and demand and return rates are expressed in 

















Mean demand rate - MRP. 
Mean demand rate - Random. 
= Mean demand rate - Total. 
Mean return rate. 
= Decimal fraction of returns going to 
disposal. 
Mean demand during lead time - MRP. 
Mean demand during lead time - Random. 
Mean demand during lead time - Total. 
Mean returns during lead time. 
= Mean disposal quantity during lead time. 
= Procurement lead time (days) . 
Standard deviation of demand rate - MRP. 
Standard deviation of demand rate - Random. 
Standard deviation of demand rate - Total. 
Standard deviation of return rate. 
Standard deviation of lead time. 
Standard deviation of lead time demand -
MRP. 
Standard deviation of lead time demand -
Random. 
Standard deviation of lead time demand -
Total. 
Standard deviation of returns during lead 
time. 
Standard deviation of disposals during lead 
time. 
Standard Normal distribution deviate. 
Safety stock 
Reorder Point for the HAZMATCTR. 
Using these parameters, mean lead time demand, mean 
returns during lead time, and mean disposals during lead time 
are defined as follows: 
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D = DltiRP + DRAN ; ( 6. 1) 
(6.2) 
DRANLT = DRAN L'l' ; ( 6. 3) 
WLT = w L'l' ; (6.4) 
( 6. 5) 
and, consequently, 
( 6. 6) 
Next, we define the standard deviations for the 
components. The general formula for the standard deviation 
for lead time demand is given by equation (6.7) [Ref.6:p.231]: 
a ( 6. 7) 
The equations for determining the standard deviation for each 
of the different types of demand are therefore: 
( 6. 8) 




( 6. 11) 
And, since the variance of a sum of independent random 
variables is the sum of the variances, 
a LTD = J o!au,LT + o~T + ( 1 + d;) o:r.r,T (6.12) 
b. Reorder Point 
The Reorder Point or Low Limit for this model, ROP, 
is the average demand during procurement lead time plus some 
level of safety stock based on the customer's desired service 
level. For a Normal distribution this can be expressed as 
[Ref.6:p.227]: 
ROP = DLT + ZCJLTD ; (6.13) 
where zuLTD is the Safety stock (SS). 
Next, we substitute for DLT and uLTD to establish the 
HAZMATCTR reorder point. The result is: 
ROP = DHRPLT + DRANL2' - WL2' + DIS L2' + ss (6.14) 
where, 
( 6. 15) 
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c. Parameter Definitions for tbe Order Quantity 
Quantities are in pounds. 
Q Order Quantity. 
Cp Procurement cost of the item, $ per unit. 
C0 Cost of disposal, $ per unit. 
R Mean annual demand (equal to the mean demand 
rate, D, times the number of working days per 
year, at least 260). 
Y Mean annual returned quantity (equal to the mean 
daily return rate, W, times number of working 
days per year, at least 260). 
I Annual holding cost fraction, as a percent of 
item cost. 
A Cost per order, $. 
A Cost of a backorder, $ per unit. 5 
d. Order Quantity 
The Order Quantity for this model is dependent on 
the average Annual Total Variable Cost (TVC) . We wish to find 
the order quantity that minimizes TVC. For this model the TVC 
equation can be defined as [Ref.6:p.l04]: 
TVC = Purchase Cost + Ordering Cost + Holding Cost 
+ Backorder Cost + Disposal Cost6 
5As discussed in Chapter V, this cost will be implied by the 
desired RISK. 
6Disposal cost of CA material only. 
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Each of the five annual variable cost components of 
TVC is defined below in a separate equation. 
(1) Purchase Cost. The average annual 
Purchase Cost is equal to the unit cost of the item multiplied 
by the net annual average demand. This cost is not a function 
of Order Quantity, but is dependent on yearly demand. We are 
assuming that the HAZMATCTR will be able to fully meet annual 
demand by the customer. The equation for this cost is: 
(6 .16) 
(2) Ordering Cost. The average annual 
Ordering Cost is equal to the cost per each order multiplied 
by the average number of order cycles in a year. The number 
of order cycles per year is found by taking the net annual 
average demand and dividing it by the order quantity. 
Equation ( 6. 17) describes this cost. The term within the 
brackets is the average number of order cycles in a year. 
R-Y(1-d) A [ r ] 
Q (6.17) 
(3) Holding Cost. The average annual Holding 
Cost is equal to sum of the average annual on-hand inventory 
multiplied by the annual holding cost per unit. Average 
annual on-hand inventory is equal to the sum of the safety 
stock and half of the order quantity. Annual holding cost per 
unit equals the annual holding cost fraction multiplied by the 
unit cost of each item. The equation for holding cost is: 
Q IC [- + SS] . 
2 (6.18) 
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( 4) Backorder Cost. The average annual 
Backorder Cost is equal to the cost of a backorder multiplied 
by the expected number of backorders likely to occur during an 
order lead time. This figure is then multiplied by the 
average number of order cycles that occur per year to get the 
annual cost. The equation for this cost is: 
R-Y(l-d) l ( () r ) ( E ( DL2' > ROP)) , (6.19) 
where E (DLT > ROP) is the expected stockouts, in units, during 
lead time. This is the expected amount by which demand during 
procurement lead time will exceed the reorder point. It is a 
function of the HAZMATCTR's desired service level which 
determines the RISK factor that is acceptable and governs the 
safety stock level. For a Normal distribution, this equation 
can be written as [Ref.6:p.216]: 
E (DL2' > ROP) = I (DL2'- ROP) f (DL2'> dDL2' • 
ROP 
(6.20) 
where f(DLT) is the probability density function for demand 
during lead time. 
(5) Disposal Cost. The average annual 
Disposal Cost is equal to the cost of disposal for each item 
multiplied by the average amount of material disposed of per 
year. We are assuming this amount is a fixed percentage of 




(6) Total Average Annual Variable Cost. 
Introducing equations ( 6. 16) through ( 6. 19) and 
(6.21) into the Total Average Annual Variable Cost equation 
results in equation (6.22). 
TVC 
+ ICp [Jl + SS] + CD Ydr 2 
+ l [ R- Y(l. -dr)] [ ( ) ] E DLT> ROP . Q 
(6.22) 
(7) Determining the Optimal Order Quantity. 
Taking the first derivative of TVC with respect to Q, setting 
it equal to zero, and solving for Q provides the following 
equation for the optimal Order Quantity [Ref.6:p.93]: 
Q = ~ 2 [R- Y(l-dr)] [A+ l E(DLT > ROP)] ICp 
e. High Limit 
(6.23) 
Finally, the High Limit is equal to the sum of the 
Reorder Point equation (6.14) and the Order Quantity equation 
(6.23); that is: 
HIGH LIMIT = ROP + Q. (6.24) 
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C. MODIFIED SILVER MODEL 
1. Background 
The Modified Silver model was proposed by Lieutenant G. 
C. Robillard as a modification to E. A. Silver's model for a 
situation that involves probabilistic demand with a time 
varying mean. 7 This model is based on periodic review, while 
the previous model is continuous review. 
The Silver model [Ref.20] is a lot-sizing algorithm based 
on the least total variable costs per unit time approach. It 
deals with the problem of how to determine the timing and 
sizes of the replenishments of an item having probabilistic 
demand with a mean value that varies significantly over time. 
It also assumes a known replenishment lead time of a specified 
duration [Ref.20:p.372]. 
Robillard's version of this model, known here as the Mod-
Silver model [Ref.21], takes the algorithm a step further by 
assuming that lead times, rather than being deterministic, are 
stochastic in nature. It closely resembles a periodic review 
model, since Robillard assumes a fixed time between reviews of 
the current inventory position [Ref. 21: p .19] . The assumptions 
made under this model are: 
1. Calendar time is divided into fixed time periods of 
the same length. Reviews will be conducted at the end of 
each period and orders arrive at the start of a period. 
2. Procurement lead time is Normally distributed and the 
mean and standard deviation can be estimated. 
3. Demand forecasts exist for each period in a specified 
forecast time horizon. The length of the forecast 
7 Probabilistic demand implies that there exists some measure 
of forecast error. Silver suggests that it is reasonable to use a 
deterministic model to select the order quantity (or period to be 
covered) and superimpose a safety stock sufficient to meet the 
desired level of service [Ref. 3: p. 374]. This is also what we 
are suggesting in our continuous review model described above. 
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horizon is constrained by the DOD constraint which limits 
the maximum reorder amount to the expected demand over 6 
quarters [Ref.21:p.24] . 8 
4. The selection of a reorder point does not depend on 
the value of maximum inventory to be used. Instead, it 
depends on the determination that adequate service can be 
provided if the placing of an order is delayed until at 
least the next review point [Ref.20:p.373]. 
5. Demand forecast errors are Normally distributed for 
a time interval equal to the mean lead time plus one 
fixed review period. 
6. Holding and ordering costs are the only relevant 
costs. Like the Silver model, holding costs are charged 
only on inventory carried from one period to another. 
7. Demand occurs at the beginning of each review period 
so no holding cost is incurred on this material during 
the period immediately following the review. 
8.Safety stock is determined based on a desired customer 
service level. This stock acts as a buffer against 
larger-than-expected lead time demand. 
9. Outstanding orders do not cross in time; orders are 
received sequentially. 
Robillard's model considers holding and ordering costs to 
be the only relevant costs [Ref.21:p.24]. His model omits 
holding costs of returned material, disposal costs, and 
shortage costs. We are adding the following assumptions to 
the Mod-Silver model to adjust for these costs: 
10. Return of CA material occurs at the beginning of 
each review period. 
11. Disposals occur before the return material is 
brought back into stock. No holding cost is therefore 
incurred on that material. 
8Since our model will assume review periods of one week, this 
number becomes 78 weeks (6 quarters multiplied by 13 weeks per 
quarter). 
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12. Forecasts for returns exist for each period in a 
specified forecast time horizon. 
13. The number of returns is Normally distributed for a 
time interval equal to the mean lead time plus one fixed 
review period. 
14. Shortage costs exist but are unknown; they are 
solved for implicitly by using a level of service (as 
discussed in Chapter V) . 
2. Model Development 
a. Parameter Definitions 
In addition to the parameters in Section B.2 above, 
the following additional parameters are required and 
correspond to those in Reference 21: 
t 0 Time of the current review. 






Mean lead time (in periods) . 9 
Order interval. Number of periods that the 
current order is expected to cover (an 
integer). 
Actual safety stock factor based on the 
current inventory position if an order is 
not placed (represents a Normal deviate) . 
Required safety stock factor (set by policy) 
at the current review point to meet demand 
for L+1 periods (also represents a Normal 
deviate) . 
Random variable that represents the lead 
time. 
9Mean lead time for the Mod-Silver (L) is expressed in review 
periods, where mean lead time for the EOQ (LT) is expressed in 
days. The review period in this problem is weekly. 
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Xl Forecasted demand over the time interval t 0 
to L+1. 





Forecasted demand over the time interval T-1 
to L+T. 
Standard deviation of forecast error for the 
ith period. 
Standard deviation of forecast error over 
the time interval X1. 
Standard deviation of forecast error over 
the time interval X2. 
Standard deviation of forecast error over 
the time interval X3. 
Safety stock coefficient (factor of X2). 
Coefficient of variation. 
Forecasted demand for the ith period. 
dx~ = Average demand for the time interval X1. 
Variance of procurement lead time. 
Figure 6. 1 represents the various time intervals 
involved in the modified Silver model [Ref.21:p.21]. 
b. Reorder Point 
Since this model takes on the appearance of a 
periodic review system (vice a continuous review reorder point 
system) , it is important to determine the actual probability 
of a stockout at the time of review. This probability is 
based on the fact that, if an order is not placed at time t 0 , 
the current inventory position must be able to provide for 
actual demand during a time interval of length L + 1, which is 
the expected order receipt if an order is not placed until the 
next review ( t 0 + 1) . This actual safety factor can be 





The required safety factor, kr , depends on the 
service level specified by the item manager [Ref.21:p.22] . 10 
An order should be placed at the current review, time t 0 , if 
ka is less than kr at t 0 . When this occurs, it implies that 
the actual safety factor is insufficient to provide the 
desired level 
[Ref .21:p.23]. 




Order Interval = T Periods 
T-1 T L L+1 






Figure 6.1. Time Sequence, Forecast Intervals, and 
Forecasted Demands. 
The standard deviation of demand over the next L+l 
periods can be written as: 
10Both ka and kr represent standard Normal deviates under the 
assumptions of our model. In this problem, the required safety 
factor is set by the HAZMATCTR and was previously defined as 1 -
RISK. It is assumed to be 99% for this discussion. 99% of the 
area under the standard Normal curve is found 2. 33 standard 
deviations to the right of the mean. Thus, kr equals +2.33 and an 
order should be placed whenever ka is less than 2.33 at time t 0 . 
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= (6.26) 
where i=l is the first period following t 0 [Ref.2l:p.23]. 
c. Order Interval 
The Order Interval is determined by the use of the 
Silver-Meal heuristic [Ref.22:Ch.8]. The heuristic selects 
the lowest integer value of T such that the total relevant 
costs per unit time for the duration of the replenishment 
quantity are minimized (the replenishment quantity being the 
total demand during the interval that the current order is 




A+ ICp l! (i-1) d 1 
1=1 
T (6.27) 
Since the Silver-Meal heuristic selects T 
corresponding to the first minimum which occurs, this is not 
necessarily a global minimum. However, the Mod-Silver selects 
the value of T which minimizes TRCUT(T) from among the values 
1 to 78. (DOD limits the maximum reorder amount to the 
expected demand over 6 quarters and the time interval between 
reviews is assumed to be a week.) This guarantees a minimum 
over the constrained forecast horizon of 78 weeks 
[Ref.2l:p.24]. 
d. Order Quantity 
The Order Quantity (Q) and hence the High Limit are 
dependent on the length of the order cycle (T) . As Robillard 
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illustrates, two distinct possibilities exists: 1) T one 
period, and 2) T > 1 [Ref.21:p.24]. 
When the order cycle equals one time period (T 1), 
the Order Quantity is defined as [Ref.21:p.25]: 
(} = X1 + kra z~ - IP . ( 6 . 2 8 ) 
This equals the sum of the expected average demand for the 
interval and the required safety level minus the inventory 
position at the current review. Figure 6.2 illustrates this 
situation [Ref.21:p.25]. 
Planned Next Order Point 
X1 




Figure 6.2. Order Interval for T=1. 
The situation when the order interval is greater 
than one period (T > 1) is illustrated by Figure 6.3 
[Ref.21:p.25]. The model needs to account for the possibility 
that, although the next order is planned at T periods after 
the current period, during the periodic reviews a situation is 
reached where ka < kr at a time less than T. This would 
require a small order to be placed at that time. To reduce 
the potential for this situation, the model includes a safety 
buffer which is a multiple of the standard deviation of 
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Planned Next Order 




---lf---1 ··········I-I --+---+--+--+---i ···········I-I --+---+--t--
X1 (Current) 
X1 (Planned Next) 
Figure 6.3. Order Interval forT > 1. 
interval of concern; in this case, X2. Robillard expresses 
the Order Quantity in this situation as [Ref.21:p.27]: 
(6.29) 
The factors of this equation are defined as follows: 
X2+bux2 = the expected demand for the interval t 0 to T-1; 
this is the period up to, but not including, the next planned 
reorder review plus the additional safety stock buffer, a 
multiple (represented by b) of the measure of uncertainty of 
forecast errors over this time interval. 11 
11 b is a Normal deviate value set by the activity that must 
determine how much additional safety stock buffer is needed to 
prevent the possibility of too many stockouts. The actual value 
represents a trade-off of the different cost factors involved; 
i.e., the additional carrying costs and ordering costs compared to 
the costs expected as a consequence of running out of stock. 
Silver recommends that little, if any, buffer should be considered 
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the forecasted demand over the interval T-1 to 
L+T; this is the interval from just prior to the next planned 
reorder to the expected delivery of the next planned reorder) 
plus the safety stock: the required safety factor (set by 
policy) multiplied by the measure of uncertainty of the 
forecast errors over this time interval. 
As shown in Equation (6.29), we subtract from the 
sum of these factors the inventory position at the current 
review time, IP , to obtain the order quantity. 
The standard deviations corresponding to the 
intervals X1, X2, and X3 are estimated as follows 
[Ref . 21 : p. 2 9 , 3 2] : 
0 :r1 = 
(6.30) 
c.jdt + ~ + ••• + d;_1 ; (6.31) 
0 :r3 = 
(6.32) 
These represent the degree to which there is potential error 
in the forecast for each of the three intervals. These 
since the cost penalty in the Silver-Meal heuristic (the basis for 
determining the order interval) is not severe for using T-1 instead 
of the best T [Ref.20:p.375]. Robillard used simulation to expand 
on this principle and states that he found very small cost 
penalties for small buffer values (b=O to 0.9), although his 
simulation did not seek to optimize the value [Ref.21:p.68]. Based 
on Robillard's findings, we use a b value of 0.5 for our examples, 
which represents the value of the Normal deviate associated with a 
stockout probability of approximately 31%, which means additional 
buffer stock is added to cover slightly less than 70% of the 
expected demand over the interval with a mean demand of X2. 
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estimates assume that the coefficient of variation, or the 
ratio of the standard deviation of forecast error of a single 
period to its mean (forecast), is constant over the forecast 
horizon [Ref. 21: p. 28] . The estimate of the coefficient of 
variation c can be expressed: 
I (6.33) 
where MAD1 represents the forecast mean absolute deviation of 
demand for the next period and d 1 is the next period's demand 
forecast. 
3. Relating the Model to the HAZMATCTR 
To relate the Mod-Silver model to the HAZMATCTR concept, 
several additional issues need to be addressed. 
a. Deterministic Demand 
The lack of current data makes accurate demand 
forecasting difficult. We assume that an approximately steady 
state deterministic demand will evolve as MRP requirements 
become the focus of customer activity. When that occurs the 
Mod-Silver model should work extremely well. Until that time, 
although MRP requirements continue to evolve, random demand 
will still exist. 
b. Average Demand Per Period 
Average (mean) demand per period must be forecast 
for "A" condition material. In addition, forecasts of the 
average return rate per period for CA material and the average 
disposal rate per period are needed. We assume at present 
that disposal is a fixed percentage of returns. Net mean 
demand per period, di* , is the mean demand for "A" condition 
material minus the mean amount of this demand that is 
satisfied with CA material that has been received back from 
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customers. This CA material is adjusted to reflect the fixed 
percentage of material that will be disposed of. 
Symbolically, this equation can be written as: 
(6.34) 
Here di equals the expected demand for "A" condition material 
for the period i and wi-l equals the expected returns for 
period i-1. Since unused material is to be returned to the 
HAZMINCTR (and be placed back on the inventory records) within 
one week, this material should be available to fulfill demand 
requirements before the next review period. 
c. Costs 
As mentioned in Section C, Robillard's model omits 
other costs relevant to the HAZMAT problem. We consider each 
of the three additional cost components of the TRCUT (T) 
formula below. 
(1) Holding Costs. To account for the 
additional holding costs for material that is returned we 
revise the holding cost term of the current TRCUT(T) formula 
to be: 
'1! 
h[ ~ (i-1) ld;l1 . 
.1=1 (6.35) 
The absolute value of d; accounts for periods when mean 
returns exceed mean demands. During periods when returns 
exceed demand no additional material will be ordered but will 
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still incur holding costs because the CA material is not being 
disposed of. 12 
(2) Disposal Costs. Disposal costs are 
handled in a similar manner to holding costs. In a steady-
state environment it is hoped that disposal costs approach 
zero, because of improved planning by the HAZMAT users, but 
realistically it is unlikely. Additionally, the marginal cost 
to dispose of an unit of material will continue to rise as the 
nation becomes more environmentally concerned. To completely 
disregard these costs is dangerous to the effective operation 
of the HAZMATCTR concept. The additional cost term is 
therefore: 
( 6. 36) 
(3) Shortage Costs. For shortage costs, we 
have identified an implied cost of stockout, A, for each item. 
By multiplying this implicit cost by the expected value of the 
amount that the cumulative net demand from the time of the 
review to the receipt of the next planned order (time interval 
L+T) exceeds the cumulative net mean demand if an order was 
placed now, and subtracting the inventory position at the time 
of the review, we can calculate a shortage cost for each 
period. This factor can be written as: 
L+~ 
l [ E( E a; > [ (X2 +baz2 ) + (X3 +kn)])] • 
.1:1 (6.37) 
12Since average demand and average returns can be forecast 
with some certainty, the HAZMATCTR will some idea when demand will 
be met by returned material and there will be no need to order "A" 
condition material. 
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is the cumulative net demand between the time of the order to 
the receipt of the next planned order. 
(6.39) 
is the mean expected demand from the interval t 0 to L+T plus 
the safety stock buffers for the period. This is the value of 
the maximum inventory level at time t 0 . 
d. Proposed Adjusted TRCUT(T) Formula 
The proposed TRCUT(T) formula with the additional 
cost factors included is as follows: 
~ ~ ~~ 
A+h [ E (i-1) ld; ll +CD[ I! (w-1 _1 ) dr] +A. [E( I! d;> (X2+kra.v) + (X3+ba.n))] 1~ i~ i~ (6.40) 
T 
D. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter we have formulated two inventory models 
that could be used to manage the inventory of hazardous 
material at the HAZMATCTR. The lack of current data is a 
major problem in assessing the validity of either model. In 
the next chapter we provide numerical examples of both models 
using hypothetical data to provide a sense of how they compare 
in minimizing the variable inventory management costs. 
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VII. MODEL EXAMPLES 
A. INTRODUCTION 
In Chapter VI we presented two possible models for 
incorporation into the HAZMATCTR concept to manage hazardous 
material inventory. These models represented two types of 
inventory systems: a continuous review model and a periodic 
review model. In this chapter we provide examples of these 
models in an effort to illustrate their use. All data is 
hypothetical. 
B. THE CONTINUOUS REVIEW MODEL EXAMPLE 
For this example the following information is assumed. 
Demand during Lead Time is Normally Distributed. 
The item is a standard stock item. 
DMRPLT = 35 lbs 
UMRPLT 12 lbs 
DRANLT 9 lbs 
URANLT 5 lbs 
WLT 3 lbs 
Uwz.T 2 lbs 
dr 5% 
R 458 lbs per year 
y 25 lbs per year 
A $54 per order 
A $198 per stockout 
I 20% per year 
Cp $10 per unit 
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Service Level (SL) per order cycle = 99% 
Standard Nor.mal Deviate for SL equals 99% 
Lead time = 5 weeks 
2.33 
1. Step 1. Determine the Reorder Point (ROP) 
In determining the reorder point, equations (6.14) and 
(6.15) must be used. Given the above data the safety stock 
and reorder point are calculated as follows: 
SS = 2.33 * ../12 2 +5 2 + (1+0.05 2 )2 2 = 2.33 * 13.15 = 30.65 lbs; 
ROP = 3 5 + 9 - 3 + 0 . 0 5 * 3 + 3 0 . 6 5 = 7 1 . 8 0 lbs . 
2. Step 2. Compute E(DLT>ROP) 
As determined in Step 1, the standard deviation of lead 
time demand is 13.15. Entering Table 5.3 of Reference 6 with 
the Standard Normal Deviate, E(Z) can be determined as 0.0035. 
E(Z) is the partial expectation given by the following 
equation, which will be used to determine E(DLT>ROP). 
used. 
E(Z) = E(DLT > ROP) i 
a LTD 
E(DL;>ROP) = E(Z) a LTD = (0. 0034) (13 .15) = 0. 045. 
3. Step 3. Determine the Order Quantity (Q) 
To determine the order quantity, Q, equation (6.23) is 
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Q = 2 [458- 25(1-0.05)] [54+ (198) (0.01)] = 155 . 90 lbs. (0.20) (10) 
4. Step 4. Deter.mine the High Limit (HL) 
The high limit is simply the sum of Q and ROP; that is, 
HL = 71.7 8 + 155.9 0 = 227.6 8 lbs . 
C. THE PERIODIC REVIEW MODEL EXAMPLE 
This example assumes the same data as the previous 
example. In addition, it assumes: 






0.385 % per period (equivalent to 20% per 
year) 





2.33 (corresponding to a SL 
cycle) 
99% per order 
Demands and returns are assumed to be those given in the 
following table. The demand data generated is random with a 
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mean of ten pounds per week, which is similar to the 
continuous review example. The whole idea of the data is to 
illustrate how the periodic review model operates and is not 
intended to signify actual data or be precisely equivalent to 
the demand in the continuous review model example. 
One important aspect of the Mod-Silver model is that it 
can easily handle highly variable known or approximately known 
demand. The continuous review model is not designed to handle 
known variable demand. 
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Period di wi-1 * d*. Period di wi-1* d*. l. l. 
(1-dr) (1-~) 
1 10 0 10 16 6 0 6 
2 (to) 14 4 10 17 11 2 9 
3 8 1 7 18 13 3 10 
4 2 2 0 19 11 0 11 
5 5 0 5 20 5 2 3 
6 14 2 12 21 9 3 6 
7 12 3 9 22 3 2 1 
8 9 5 4 23 16 1 15 
9 13 2 11 24 9 2 7 
10 15 4 11 25 10 1 9 
11 19 6 13 26 14 0 14 
12 3 3 0 27 13 2 11 
13 8 0 8 28 7 1 6 
14 17 4 13 29 9 0 9 
15 13 1 12 30 15 2 13 
Table 7.1. Sample Demand Data. 
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1. Step 1. Deter.mine the Order Interval (T) 
As explained in Chapter VI the order interval is 
determined by the use of the Silver-Meal heuristic. Solving 
for the optimal order interval involves using equation (6.40) 
and assuming T=1 1 then T=2 1 then T=3 1 etc. The optimal order 
interval was determined to be 21 periods (weeks). The steps 
of the repetitive and tedious process to obtain this value are 
not provided. 
2. Step 2. Solve for the Expected Demand Variables X1, 
X2, and X3 
The expected demand over the interval from t 0 (period 2) 
to L+1 (period 8) is 47 lbS 1 which represents X1. X2 1 which 
is the expected demand from t 0 (period 2) to T-1 (period 21) 1 
is 160 lbs. The forecasted demand over the interval from T-1 
(period 21) to L+T (period 27) is 63 lbs 1 which represents X3. 
X~ 10+7+0+5+12+9+4 = 47 lbs; 
X2 = 1 0 + 7 + 0 + 5 + 12 + 9 + 4 + 11 + 11 + 13 + 0 + 8 + 13 + 12 + 6 + 9 + 1 0 + 11 + 3 + 6 = 16 0 
X3 = 6+1+15+7+9+14+11 63 lbs. 
3. Step 3. Solve for the Standard Deviations of X1, X2, 
and X3 
The standard deviations of expected demand are determined 
using equations (6.30) I (6.31) 1 and (6.32) for X1 1 X2 1 and X3 1 
respectively. Rather than going through those tedious 
estimates using fictional data we merely assumed the values 
for Ux~~ ux2 ~ and ux3 listed at the beginning of this section. 
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4. Step 4. Deter.mine if a Reorder is Required 
An order is required when the actual safety factor, ka, 
is less than or equal to the required safety factor, kr. For 
this particular example, equation (6.25) gives a value for ka 
of 2.167 which is less than the required safety factor of 2.33 
so a reorder is recommended. 
k = IP - X~ = 6 0 - 4 7 • = 2. 167. 
Ozl 6 
5. Step 5. Deter.mine Bow Much To Order 
Determining the amount to order is determined by using 
equation ( 6. 29) . For this particular example, the order 
quantity is 175 pounds of material. 
(} = 160 +(0.50) (10) + 63 +(2.33) (3) -60 = 175 lbs 
D. COMPARISON OF THE CONTINUOUS AND PERIODIC REVIEW MODELS 
The two examples show a sample solution for the 
continuous and periodic review models and can be used to draw 
an approximate comparison between the two models. The maximum 
quantity on hand in the continuous model is the HL of 228 
pounds while the maximum onhand for the periodic model is the 
order quantity plus the current inventory position or 235 
pounds. The order quantities are also similar with less than 
a 15% (20 pounds) difference. The average order cycle for the 
continuous model shows an order cycle of about 18 weeks which 
compares favorably with the periodic model (which was 21 
weeks) . While these comparisons are not meant to sway the 
user toward one of the two models, they show that additional 
study is needed using actual demand data. The comparison 
depends heavily on the di values selected in Table 7.1. It is 
expected that as di approaches the forecasted mean demand rate 
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of the continuous model, both models should produce nearly 
equal results. Conversely, as demand becomes more variable, 
the results can be expected to diverge. 
E. CONCLUSIONS 
As shown in the above examples, the continuous review 
model is probably the easiest to use, but neither of these 
models is math intensive and could be easily programmed into 
a spreadsheet program on a personal computer. For a more 
meaningful comparison of the two models actual data must be 
available. Only after such a comparison can an adequate 
decision be made as to which to use for the Hazardous Material 
Minimization Center Concept. 
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VIII. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY 
Chapter II presents an overview of some of the Navy's 
current HAZMAT activities in operation on the West Coast at 
Point Mugu and in the Puget Sound area. Chapter III presents 
am examination of the data files within the HICS system and 
discusses 42 months of Point Mugu's data and its usefulness in 
forecasting. Detailed examination revealed that the data was 
not intended to provide information for inventory modeling 
purposes, but was used and accumulated to provide hazardous 
material control. Once we determined that the data was 
incomplete, we decided to approach the inventory management 
problem from a theoretical standpoint. Chapter IV presents a 
theoretical approach to forecasting demand and lead time for 
the proposed Hazardous Material Minimization Center Concept. 
Chapter V presents a detailed analysis of the applicable 
variable costs associated with that Concept. Chapter VI 
presents a continuous and a periodic model for determining 
optimal high and low levels for hazardous material inventory 
management and Chapter VII presents an example applying each 
of those models. 
While the ideas presented in this thesis may not be the 
ultimate solution to the problem, they provide an excellent 
starting point for minimizing inventory management costs for 
a given customer service level for hazardous material 
inventories. 
B. CONCLUSION 
After examining the HAZMAT systems in operation and 
attempting to develop useful inventory management techniques 
for managing hazardous material, we feel and the research 
shows that the Hazardous Material Minimization Concept used 
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in conjunction with a modified (incorporating demand 
forecasting techniques and inventory levels optimization) and 
fully utilized HICS system can be very effective in dealing 
with the Navy's hazardous material problem. The reasons for 
this conclusion are multifaceted: 
1. The envisioned system is simply an extension of the 
Point Mugu system and the startup problems at Puget Sound 
can easily be overcome at other sites because of the 
knowledge gained by the Point Mugu system. 
2. An inventory safety stock savings can result from 
stock consolidation via the regional concept and from 
recording demand for like items under a common stock 
number. 
3. The HICS system has been mandated by the Navy for 
afloat operations and its use throughout the Navy can 
provide continuity and standardization for all Navy 
personnel, both civilian and military. 
4. Either of the recommended inventory models and the 
suggested forecasting techniques can be accomplished 
easily utilizing a spreadsheet program and a personal 
computer which should permit easy incorporation directly 
into the HICS program with minimal programming effort and 
minimal capital investment. 
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DATA COLLECTION 
1. Begin collecting demand data from all customers in 
the Puget Sound region immediately. The data should be 
segregated into the following categories: material needed 
for preventive or planned maintenance, material needed 
for emergent or corrective maintenance, material returned 
after issue, "A" condition material issued, cost 
avoidance material issued, demand for out of stock 
material, and material disposed of because of shelf-life 
expiration. Additional data that should be collected by 
FISC Puget Sound include actual order costs and actual 
disposal costs. The data should be collected and 
collated in weekly periods, by pound weight, and by stock 
number. Lead time data should also be collected both for 
orders for stock and direct turnover to customers. 
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2. A system to cross reference like items with different 
stock numbers must be developed and implemented into the 
next version of HICS as an add- on. This would allow 
consolidation of demand for like items and will provide 
increased customer service because of the additional 
stock visibility; especially of reuse material. 
3. Material received by the individual HAZMINCTRs from 
the HAZMATCTR should be identified with a bar- coded 
number upon receipt and that number should be retained 
with that particular can or container from receipt 
through disposal of the contents of the container to 
ensure true cradle to grave tracking. This will allow 
identification of any material with a soon-to-expire 
shelf -life and a built in "tickler" system to ensure 
adequate turnover of inventory. This can be accomplished 
in the HICS system by an automatic sort feature by shelf-
life dates. Because of the bar-coding that material can 
be easily be identified. While understanding that this 
would expand the memory needed for the computer systems, 
it should easily be managed with a medium sized hard disk 
drive. The HICS system uses less than 20 megabytes of 
hard disk space upon installation. If more memory is 
required a one gigabyte hard drive can be purchased for 
less than $700. For example, the entire compressed 
database for Point Mugu's system from birth in January of 
1991 through June of 1994 fit on one three-and-a-half 
inch high density floppy disk (1.4 Megabytes) and 
consisted of about 25,000 records covering 1500 different 
stock numbers. The main network server at FISC, Puget 
Sound has a two gigabyte hard drive and is easily 
expandable [Ref.3]. 
D. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT/RESEARCH TOPICS 
This thesis examined the theoretical inventory management 
problems expected in implementing the Hazardous Material 
Minimization Concept at FISC Puget Sound. Actual operating 
data must be obtained to test the forecasting and inventory 
modeling techniques suggested in this thesis. 
Immediate future research should involve a pilot study 
involving one or two customers having the most complete demand 
data in an effort to begin testing and refinement of the 
forecasting and inventory modeling techniques. The most 
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likely candidates seem to be either Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 
or the Trident Refit Facility. 
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE HICS DATA FILES 
This appendix contains sample data from the HICS files 
from NAWS Point Mugu. 
A. ISSUE.DBF 
A sample of the ISSUE.DBF is shown in Table A-1 (a). 
Because of the number of data columns the file has been 
reproduced on separate lines to fit on the page and several 
column headings are truncated. An explanation of each data 







I TRANS NO I REC CODE I BARCODE 
01 
01 P776 &13000850571 7 
VXE-6 
01 P7722 &130010411596 
0? V.XE-0 
03 P779 &110006169181 
01 VXE-6 9150009857099 
I ~ PRICE 
0 0~ i0/2193 553 
DOC 10/2193 3.25 
0 DO 10/2/93 325 
1 0/4193!34 X7320 
I CAGE j PARTNO ' QTY ISS UNIT I U PRICE 
PR 1422 A 112 1 QT KT 000 
,._ ~T 
1 PT 000 
000 
48 ,::,, 394 





I CTRL NO ~~~N~O;M~E~N~~~~~----~I~P~OC~CO~D~E._~I~O~U~'nN~E~IG~H~I~IN~W~E~I~GH~T~~~~NEnN~~E~IG~e~O~U~TV~O~L~I~IN~V~O~L~ 
!S.:C\..'"'(:C·:?S l )-\O:-;E<:.~VE<'v,·:::'·~_.O\~-:::;r~.:::-.~ j j .'JC(){}'Y.:! GC\.."''JC·j GC)(_)(".('(.: C·COJOO! QOOO.JOI 
194000G31 ! SEALING CMPO PR 1422 A 0 ()()()00 0 ()(()'X) 0 QOC()() 0 00000 0 00000 
19400003: : il..U~ (".:L_ A!C p,..--: ;:_:RBC· '3\'~-i 3: (\X\')') . :-...'""X!).') ')-;' : ... :x·.y::, Co::_-.')(¥)'] 0:::('(1(1' 
194000033 I CORR PREY COMP (TY1 0 00000 0 00000 0 00000 0 00000 0 00000 
! 94·'1·').')']33 f . ·":'·")RR PRPv' C0fV:D (iY31CL:."'" C:·':"")X'IG 0·::0:'(1 Ct:.'0'Y.::• C· .J.')'))GI C'··Y:'oO.':lC· 
194000033 PAINT PRIMER AERO LIGHT G 8 00000 0 00000 8 00000 0 00000 0 00000 
IS4·'1·':'0C·";r; .·":'C}>JG ('~..-IPC'· A_.'C Ml..~G: 0' : ~ '-": L 
-?99-9? C'··'")f)lX:•':: (l.)C(\')0 .')ryyx:•:' G ::_'::'.)((\(". 0 !)(t(lf() 
194000036 I LUB OIL NC ENG TURBO SYN M!L-999-99 11 5(000 0 00000 0 00000 0 00000 c 00000 
! CTRc. NO : NETVOL I WASTE W1 I WASTE VL I CA QTY I \'\'ASTE QY I WA 1VE QY I WSTE DT I JOWG l ISSUE 8V 
jg,::r)JC.::;. ! 0 OC'·JOC 0 0000-:: D·J.X•·':'~· 
~~~;; ! ~ ~~~~~~ ~=' o oooo: 1 ol o oo::· .. :-~: :: 94000032- I ; ;;;;~I 0 ==i o oooo: 1 =I 
94X·X-'33 I ~C' .. X'..'JC'· G .J('(lG~· G O.J.':'•C'-: I :I 
194C>J0033 1 c 80oo: 1 ~~~! ooooo:l ol C:W'J·)OC'·3':"· . 'J ').).~.:::: C'··':\:<C'•'J:I 'I 
194oooo36 I c oooool o oooool o oooool cl 
~~ =I 
~I ~~ 
cl ~I 'I 
cl cl 









Issue Database. containing information about issues to customers. I 
FIELD NAME LONG NAME DEi=INITION I TYPE I S'iC I ·-~ 
I_CTRL_NO I Control Number System·.:r.signed number identifying an I CHAR j s oroer 
I 1_ TRANS_ NO Transact•on Number ass1gned to each barcode item on I CHAR I 2 Numoer order 
I~REC_CODE Receiving Code Code numoer of ae1rv•rv receiv1ng materral I CHAR 13 
I_BARCODE I Barcode 13·dign numoer lsame as NSNl I CHAR 13 
I_ CAGE CAGE Commercral ana Government EntiTY No. I CHAR 5 
I_PARTNO I Pan Numoer I Manufacturer's oar. number I CHAR 20 I I_QTY I Quantity I Amount of mater~al bemg ISSued I NUM I 5 
I_ISS_UNIT Unn of Issue Unn oi Issue of matenal I CHAR I 5 
I_U_PRICE I Unit Pnce Prrct per U/1 I NUM I 7.2 i I I I I I ! 1_ T:PRICE Iota/ Pr~ce Total pnce I NUM 9.: i 
I ISS DATE ! t!;sue Datt I Date materral we;$ 1ssueo I D.c..T!: I E Iii ! 
I I It I_ LOCATION Locat1on Deuvery locauor. ~ ~ -..HA,.., ") I 
- C I 
:_UP:::l_DATE Date of Update Date record wa~ uooatec DATE 8 
; REC NAME Reouestor 1\:ame of person reouestmc mater~al I Ci-:AR 20 
I ISS TIME lssueo T1me T1m1: mater~al was 1ssueo CHAR 8 




CHRG T eta/ Charge Total (!..:;t lor all 1tems NUM 9.: 
I NOMEN Nomenclature Descr1Pt1ve namf, oi material CHAR 25 
I_POCCODE Process Des1gnate!; mtenoed use oi mater1al CHAR ~ 4 
Operavon Coot 
I_ OUTWEIGH lssueo We1oht We•ont oi mater~al bemg 1ssued NUM , 0.5 
I INWEIGHT Fieturneo Weight I otal we•ont of returned mater~al NUM 10.5 
I NE1WEIGH Net We•oht DiH between Issued We•ont ano NUM 10.5 
Returned We•cnt 




Issue Database, containing information about issues to customers. 
FIELD NAME LONG NAME DEFINITION 
TYPE SIZE 
I_OUTVOLUM Issued Volume Volume of material being issued
 NUM 10,5 
I_INVOLUME Returned Volume Total volume of returned material 
NUM 10,5 
I_NETVOLUM Nat Volume Diff. between Issued Volume and 
NUM 10,5 
Returned Volume 
I_WASTE_WT Waste Weight Weight of material returned as Waste
 NUM 10.5 
I_ WASTE_ VL Waste Volume Volume of material returned as Waste
 NUM 10,5 
I_CA_QTY Cost Avoided Amount of issued Quantity returned a
nd NUM 5 
Quantity re-entered into inventory as Cost Avoided 
matenal 
I_WASTE_QY Waste Quantity Amount of issued Quanttty returned as 
NUM 5 
Wi!Ste 
I_WAIVE_QY Waive Quantity Amount of issued Quanutv that will not 
NUM 5 
be returned 
I_WASTE_DT Waste Date Date unused or waste Quantity was 
DATE 8 
returned 
I_JOWO Job/Work Order Job Order or Work Order number 
CHAR 10 
I_ ISSUE_ BY Issued Bv Name of person performing Issue 
CHAR 10 
Table A-l(b). Continued. 
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B. ORDER.DBF 
A sample of the ORDER.DBF file is shown in Table A-2(a). 
An explanation of each data column is found in Table A-2(b) 
[Ref.23:App.D]. 























IBC )()1 )34 
lBO 
0 NOMFN r. IJI 0 QTY ORO 0 DATE ORO 0 QTY RCC 0 DATF REC 0 STATUS C 1348 
TORC JE SEAl 
ORR PREV JMP MIL-C-81880 Gl 
Sc5Li7EN' KWIK ORY (PD-'iBO "' :N 
DRUM 55 Gl ::JPEN ::JP I EA 
I FLUIC lo:H-4§'70Bfi'; ;N_ :N 





IPAI -EPOXYRE 136 
lf>Aif.i· EP< 'I:Y ORANGE 12197 
IPAJN EPC XY YE ow 13536 
I PAJN EP< XY Bl Uf 15044 _INSIGr.J_ 
'AJN oP< · 36: 












5i3193 513193 TROE 

















Table A-2(a). Sample data from the ORDER.DBF file. 
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ORDER.OBF 
Order Database, used when material is ordered on a pick ticket or Form 1348. 
·FIELD NAME LONG NAME DEFINITION TYPE SIZE 
o_Doc_No Document Svstem·assigned number CHAR 9 
Number 
O_BARCODE Barcode 13-digit number lsame as NSNI CHAR 13 
O_NOMEN Nomenclature Descriptive name of material CHAR 30 
O_UI Unit of Issue Unit of issue of material CHAR 5 
O_QTY_ORD Quantity Ordered Amount of material ordered NUM 5 
O_DATE_ORD Date Ordered Date order was placed DATE 8 
O_QTY_REC Quantity Received Amount of material received NUM 5 
0 DATE REC Date Rece1ved Date order was received DATE 8 
D_STATUS Status Status of order within HICS CHAR , 
O_SUP_STAT Supply Status Status of order withm Supply System CHAR 2 
0_1348 1348 Flag Flag mdicatmg oroer placed on 1348 LOG 1 




APPENDIX B. NAVSUPINST 4200.85A 
NAVSUPINST 4200.85A 
Subj: HAZARDOUS MATERIAL 
General Rule: Procurement of hazardous material is not 
generally authorized unless approval has 
first been obtained from a designated Navy 
Hazardous Material minimization control 
Program Office. Most Navy activities have 
such responsible personnel assigned. The 
Commanding Officer is authorized to approve 
procurement of hazardous material for the 
Navy Afloat community. 
OPNAVINST 5100.23B (Ashore) provides that the 
requisitioner is responsible for advising the 
Contracting officer that the contract will 
involve deliverables containing hazardous 
material. 
OPNAVINST 5100.19B (Afloat) requires that 
hazardous material not appearing on the SHML, 
COSAL, SPMIG, the Navy Ships Technical 
Manual, or other Navy directives or official 
publication, SHALL NOT BE ORDERED, unless 
specifically authorized by the Commanding 
Officer. The required certification must 
accompany the requisition to the procurement 
activity. THE AUTHORIZATION MAY NOT BE 
DELEGATED BELOW THE COMMANDING OFFICER. 
Identification of Hazardous Material is a 
function of the Technical Screening Process. 
FED-STD-313C provides identification of 
hazardous items by Federal Supply Class and 
requires an MSDS be submitted for all items 
listed in Table I (FSC 6810, 6830, 7930, 
8010, 8040, 9110, etc.) and for items listed 
in Table II if the items have one or more of 
the characteristics of a hazardous material 
(e.g., asbestos, mercury, polychlorinated 
biphenyls flash point below 200 degrees F, 
produces fumes, vapors, mists or smokes 
during normal operation, flammable solid, 
radioactive, formaldehyde, classified as 
hazardous, etc.). Technical Screeners shall 
clearly indicate on the requisition that the 
item being ordered is hazardous (e.g., affix 
hazard warning label, hazardous stamp, etc.). 
111 
Under DFARS 223.300, DOD has granted itself a 
deviation from FAR 23.3. DOD agencies shall 
follow policies and procedures set forth in 
DFARS 223.72 rather than the coverage in FAR 
23.3. When acquiring hazardous materials, 
the Contracting officer shall include the 
clause at DFARS 252.223-7004 "Hazardous 
Material Identification and Material Safety 
Data" (Jul 1989), rather than FAR 52.223-3. 
The DFARS clause requires the offeror to 
certify that the material is/is not 
hazardous. The offeror further agrees to 
submit prior to award an MSDS meeting the 
requirements of 29 CFR 1910.1200(g). Failure 
to comply with this requirement shall result-
in the Offerer's being considered 
nonresponsible and ineligible for award. 
DODINST 6050.5 requires that the Contracting 
officer is responsible for forwarding the 
MSDS and a copy of the manufacturers 
compliant hazard warning label to the DOD 
Components' HMIS focal point Naval 
Environmental Health Center (NEHC). 
In addition, contracting activities shall 
reference FED-STD-313C (Mar 1988), or the 
edition in effect on date of issuance, in 
commodity specifications, contracts, and 
purchase documents for hazardous materials to 
assure inclusion of adequate requirements and 
clear instructions to contractors for the 
preparation and submission of the Material 
Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). For each hazardous 
item procured, the contractor shall be 
required to complete an MSDS and provide it 
to the procuring activity as part of the 
contract. FED-STD-313C requires that in 
addition to any other MSDS requirements in 
the contract, contractors also shall submit 
one copy of each MSDS to: 
Navy Environmental Health Center 
Attn: HMIS Code 341 
2510 Walmer Avenue 















APPENDIX C. HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL RATES AT FISC, PUGET 
SOUND 
GUIDE FOR USING HAZARDOUS WASTE PROCESS SHOP RATES 
1. WHEN TO USE THE RATES 
a. The Process Shop disposal rates are to be included in funding 
estimates and charging for work processes, contracts or projtcts 
involving the generation of hazardous waste on Shipyard property. 
The rates are applicable to Ships, Tenants, Contractors, Shops. 
Codes and any other entity generating waste on Shipyard prop~rty. 
There are some facility contractor exceptions which are evaluated 
on a case by case basis. Contact Teri Bailey in Code 952.4 at 6-
0663 for questions on exceptions. 
b. The rates also apply for non-hazardous wastes which cannot be 
disposed in the trash or in the sewer. A waste stream number hcs 
been establi•hed for processes which generate waste, both hazardous 
and non-hazardous, if it has been identified to Code 952.4. The 
waste streams are listed in the Waste Stream Dictionary published 
by Code 952.4 along with the proper method of disposal of the 
waste. Section 4 of this guide describes the proper method for 
determining which ·rate is to be used, if any for the wastes 
involved in your process/project. 
2. &'HAT THE RATE INCLV'DES 
a. The Process Shop part of the rate covers all direct work 
involved with disposal of the waste (this includes storing, 
sampling, consolidating or repacking, identification, manifesting. 
shipping, certificate tracking, etc. l, material costs such as 
drums, labels; et.c .·, the transportation cost charged to the 
Shipyard by the disposal contractor, and overhead functions related 
to disposal of hazardous waste. These costs are included in the 
above rates and should not be estimated separately. 
3. WHAT THE RATE DOES NOT INCLUDE 
a. When hazardous waste is generated the originator (person 
accomplishing the process which generates the waste) must ensure 
the waste is in a proper container which does not leak. The 
originator must label the container to show what the waste is. The 
originator's name and phone number must also be written on the 
label so t.hat they may be contacted if further infonnation is 
required. The originator must also make arrangements to have the 
waste removed from the job site. This ia done by completing a 
Waste Information Sheet and contacting Shop 02 at 6-7777. These 
are the minimum requirements of the waste originator and are 
coneidered part of the process which generaLed the waste. These 
actions are to be funded by the same document which funded the 





GUIDE FOR USING =HAZARDOUS WASTE PROCESS SHOP RATES 
4 • WHICH BATE TO usE 
a. In order to determine which disposal rate on the matrix is 
applicable to the waste created by your process/project the 
estimator must know what type of waste will be made, how it will be 
disposed, how it will be packaged for disposal and whether the 
project is direct or indirect funded. For existing process wastes 
the rates have already been established and are programmed 
automatically into the billing r~port sent to Code 610 from S/02. 
b. HAZARDOUS VERSUS NON-HAZARDOUS 
The rates are aet up for hazardous and non-hazardous solid and 
liquid waste streams and their corresponding disposal methods. In 
order to determine which rate is applicable you will need a general 
id~a of what kind of wastes will be crear.ed and the processes that 
cause those wastes to be made. This will help you to look up the 
waste stream in the Waste Stream Dictionary. The Waste Stream 
Dictionary then lists the appropriate disposal method for the waste 
stream (a) involved. If you cannot find the waste in the Waste 
Stream Dictionary or need assistance contact a Code 952.4 
representative at 6-8607. 
-It is possible that the waste in question has not been identified 
yet and will need to be reviewed by Code 9S2.4 for designation and 
to determine the appropriate disposal method. A Waste Information 
Sheet should be completed and any process documentar.ion attach~d 
and forwarded to Code 952.4 for evaluation prior to making the 
waste in accordance with NAVSHIPYDPUGET INST P5090.5C. For 
estimating purposes rate H can be used for drummed waste which is 
pending designation. For bulk waste pending designation rates A3 
and C can be used for solids and liquids respectively. (See section 
4.c for bulk versus drum information.) Contact Code 952.4 to 
determine what the appropriate CLIN cost might be for estimating 
purposes for bulk waste. Code 952.4 will need to know what 
potential contaminants may be found in the waste. This can be 
determined from process knowledge or sample data. Code 106.31 has 
data from soil drilling samples on contaminants in the various 
Installation-Restoration IIR) sites in the Shipyard. 
c . BULK VERSUS DRUM: 
When determining the rate the estimator must consider the amount of 
waste which will be generated in one bat.ch or wir.hin a three day 
time period. A bulk rate may be used if the amount is so large 
that the waste cannot reasonably be put in 55 gallon drums. If the 
amount. is small enough that it may be drummed the containerized 
rate should be used. Some small items which are consolidated into 
116 
Enclosure (2 l 
Page 2 
GUIDE FOR USING HAZARDOUS WASTE PROCESS SHOP RAT
ES 
bulk shipping containers in a short time period ma
y be charged the 
bulk rate depending on S/02 handling expenses. An
 example of this 
is the bagged PCB solid waste from the sub recycl
e projects which 
is consolidated into the large roll-off boxes for
 shipment. 
The drum rate is applicable for all disposable 
containers which 
have a capacity of 110 gallons or less. This 
includes bags. 5 
gallon cans, boxes, 80 gallon drums, etc. Note th
at the weight of 
the container is included in the disposal rate
 charged to the 
customer as the Process Shop pays the disposal co
ntractor for the 
container weight likewise. A 55 gallon stee
l drum weighs 
approximately 40 pounds. 
d. DIRECT VERSUS INDIRECT: 
Waste disposal will be billed at a direct o
r indirect rate 
depending on the type of customer/project to which the waste i
s 
attributed. Ships, Tenants and Contracts are dire
ct customers and 
waste generated by work for these projects will be billed at th
e 
direct rate. Work for Shops and Codes is indire
ct and customers 
pay the indirect rates. The difference between
 the direct and 
indirect rates is the G & A overhead fee and would 
be redundant if 
charged to Shops and·codes. This fee is calcula
ted annually by 
Code 600 as a percentage of the actual labor 
involved with a 
service. At this time it is negligible for the b
ulk rates and is 
therefore not a~ded. 
5. This information is intended to assist personn
el in estimating 
work which involves the generation and disposal of
 hazardous waste 
at Puget Sound Naval Shipyard. Questions can be directed to a
ny of 
the Shop 02 Foremen at 6-6432 or to Teri Bailey in 
Code 952.4 at 6-
0663. 
.' ... 1"":.( ~ ..... , ..• ( . 
. I 'J 
'tC LU .. '. 




DISPOSAL RATE MATRIX FOR FY 95 
RATE RATE CATEGORY DESCRIPTION DIRECT INDIRECT 
CODE AATB RATE 
Al BUL~ HAZARDOUS SOIL OR GRIT SENT TO S/02 $0.10 i" $0.10 + 
CONTRACTOR FOR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
A2 BUI.Jt HAVJUX>US PCB SOLIDS SEIIT TO S/02 $0.27 + $0.27 + 
eotrr'RACTOR FOR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
A3 BULK HAZARDOUS SOLIDS (OTHER THkN PCB OR $0.18 + $0.18 .. 
SOIL) SENT TO S/02 CONTRACTOR FOR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
Bl BULK NON-HAZARDOUS SOLIDS SENT TO S/02 $0.18 -+ $0.18 + 
CONTRACTOR FOR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN (All typea but asbe11toel 
B2 BULX. NON-JIAZAAD()US ASBESTOS SENT TO S/02 $0.64 + $0.64 + 
CONTRACTO.It FOR DISPOSAl. CLIN CLIN 
c BOLX HAV.RDODS LIQUIDS SENT TO S/02 $0.25 + $0.25 + 
CONTR.ACTOR POR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
D BULX. NON-HAZARDOUS LIQUIDS SENT TO S/02 $0.25 + $0.25 + 
CONTRACTOR FOR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
E BULK HAZ/NON·BAZ LIQUIDS SENT TO S/02 FOR $0.03 $0.03 
ON·SlTS TREATMENT 
F DRt:JiflED IU.UR.DOUS WASTE SDn TO S/02 $1.76 + $1.53 + 
CONTRACTOR. f"OR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
G DRUMH£0 NON·RAZ-'JU)OUS WASTE SENT TO S/02 $1.76 + $1.53 + 
CONTRACTOR FOR DISPOSAL CLIN CLIN 
H DRUMMED NON·HAZAAPOUS SOLIDS SEN'T TO TRASH $0.86 $0.63 
VIA S/0'2. INSPECTION 
I DRUHHED NON·HAUROOUS LIQUIDS SF:N"J" TO 
SEWER -~ S/0'2 INSPECTION 
$0.86 $0.63 
J DRliMHED HA%/NON·HAZ LIQUIDS SENT TO S/02 $0.86 $0.63 
FOR ON·SITB TREA'l'MENT 
K DRUMMED H.U/NON·.HAZ WAST£ SENT TO S/02 FOR 
RECYCLE/REUS£ 
$0.86 $0.63 
L DROMHEO PROBLEM WASTE SENT TO S/02 FOR $1.72 $1.49 
LANDFil-L CERTIFICATION 
M DRUHM£0 WASTE PENDING DESIGNATION BY S/02 $3.13 $2.90 





IIASTE STREAM t: 
IIASTE TYPE 
••• IIASTE ORIGINATED BY TA 
IIASTE STREA~ NAME 
PHYSICAL DESC~IPT lOr; 
PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
UASH S.TREIIY DICT!ONAP.~· 
D I S~(lSM HE T HO(• 
COMPATIBILITY REOUIREHENTS 
SPEC. CONTAINER REQUIREMENTS 
TA-120·0104 ACIDIC SOLUTIONS HAZ, LA8PACK rRIO~ TO SHIPMENT 
CLEANING AGENTS, ACIDIC 
••St>f Notes lnformet ion•• 
OLD IIASTE STREAM f'S: 
lIQUID/COLOR VARIES 
EQUIP HUSHING/RUST & SCALE REMOVAL/VARI METAL DRUM II/PLASTIC LINEP. 
1. (120·0004) CITRIC ACID SOLUTION, YEllOII liQUID, 
LASER MACHINE HUSH, HSDS 11'1045, LAS ANALYSIS 
1193PS07656, BUlk ACID TANK 11'1. 
2. (120·0005) ACID, CLEAR liQUID, RUST REMOVEP., NfPA 
~3-1·0·CORR/ACID, BUlk ACID TAN~. KEE AllAY fROM 
CORROSIVES. 
3. C120·0020l USED 117 H.P. ClEANER & flUSH IIATER, THill 
MILKY lJQUW, RADIATOR flUSHING, RADIATOR CLEANEP., PART 
1112131N, HfG: BORDEN INC., MSDS 11'5891, LAB ANALYSIS 
1191PS24014:, NfPA 3· l·D·CORR/ACID. 
4. (120·0060) CITRIC ACID ClEANING liQUID, SPENT. 
BROliN liQUID, CLEANING SHIPBOARD FRESH IIATER SYSTEMS, 
TRADE NAME: CITRIC ACID & ANHYDROUS, NSN: 001412942, 
HFG: HILS LABORATORY INC., HSDS 111045, NFPA 3·0·0·ACID. 
5. (120·0080) SULFURIC & NITRIC ACID SOLUTION, SPENT, 
CLOUOY liOUID, BRIGHT DIP CLEANING IN TANk, TRADE NAME: 
BRIGHT DIP, NSN: 002499354, HFG: FISHER SCIENTIFIC, 
HSDS 114328, NFPA 3·0·0·ACID. 
6. C120·0081J EXCESS SULFAHIC ACID SOLUTION, PURPLE 
COLOR, SUFAHIC ACID & IIATER, CLEAN REFRIGERATION COILS, 
TRADE NAHE: I HPER I Al SCALE REMOVER, HFG: NU· CALGEN 
IIHOLESALE, HSDS tSnO, NFPA 3·0·0·ACID. 









:t '· "·. 
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Ill ; . 3~· 
IIA$T( STREAM tl 
IIASTE TYPE 
IIASTE STREAM NAIIE 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
1/ASTE STREAM DICTIONARY 
DISPOSAL HE T HOD 
COHPATIBILITY REOUIREHENTS 





PPE LASEl ~ ~ !I. 
c._!t: t:·: 
......................................................................................... -.................................................................................................................. --- ...... ·- ....... -..... - ... -.. . 
••• UASTE ORIGINATED IY TA 
TA·1Z0·0104 ACIDIC SOLUTIONS 
7. (120·0086) PHOSPHORIC ACID/1/ATER MIXTURE, 
COLORLESS, TRANSPARENT LIQUID, CORROSION REMOVER, NSN: 
006561:291, PART tiND0104·76·M·487a, MILSPEC: 
IIHIL•C·10578, MFG: IARIIETT CHEMICAL CO., IIFPA 
3·0·0·ACID. 
a. (120•0Da7) SULF .. IC ACID/THIOUREA MIXTURE, GRE£11 
LIQUID, IIINTUGREEN ODOR, CLEAIIIIIG ELECTRONIC CONTACTS, 
TUDE IIAIIE: E·l·UT SPEEDIP, MSIIS 11442, NFPA 
3•0•0•ACID, SEPARATE fROM ALICALIIIES. STORE IN PLASTIC 
CONTAIIIEU. 
9. CCHIIOHIC I SULFUIIC ACID SOlUTION, SPENT, CLOUDY 
LIQUID, CHROHE DIP CLEANING IN TAIIIC, TRADE NAME: CHROME 
DIP SOLUTION, IISN: 002499354, MFG: FISHER SCIENTifiC, 
MSDS 11763/S13A·D, llfPA 3·D·1·ACID. 
10. CLEANER DIP, LIGHT IROIIII ACIDIC, PROCESS: DIPPING 
COMPRESSOR PAllS, MfG: HOCKING INTERNATIONAL, MSDS 
12.62.1. 
11. CllltiC ACID & IMTER, MSDS 11045. 
12. SPUD DIP/IIATEII lSILVU CLEANER), LIIIUID, MSDS: 
5335, MFR: ELLANAR DIP 17S, l&R MFG CO., LIGHT GREEN. 
13. CLEAIIER • ACIDIC • HASONARY, EXCESS/UIIIIAIITED, 
LIIIUID/ACIDIC/CLEAR, TRADE NAil£: SURE ICLEEII VAliN TIDL, 
MSDS 13600, METHOD Of DISPOSAL (16). 
TA-130·0101 
CLEAIIIIG AGENTS, ALICALIIIE 
••see Notes lnfo,.t ion .. 
OLD WASTE STREAM I' S: 
CAUSTIC SLUDGE 
SLUDGE/BI·LATERED, GREY & BROIIII 
DIP TANIC, LYE TAIIIC, PARTS CLEANIIIG 
SHOP AND IIOTES CONTINUED ON PAGE: 3 
NAZ, SNIPPED Off·SITE fOR TRTIINT\DISP 
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IIASTE STREAM II 
IIASTE TYPE 
1/ASTE STREAM NAME 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
IIASTE STREAM DICTIONARY 
DISPOSAL METHOD 
COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 





PPE LABEl CLI II < 
(LJt; PtTf 
..................... ~ ... -............................................................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
*** IIAST£ ORIGINATED BY TA 
TA·13D·0101 CAUST It SUIIGE 
1. (130·0001) CAUSTIC SLLIIGE, NSN IILLS0421n, MFG: 
GENI~ PUBLISHING, MSDS 11044. 
2. (130•0022) CUASTIC CLEANER (LYE), LIQUID, PARTS 
CLEANING. 
TA· 130·0T02 
CLEANING AGENTS, ALKALINE 
ALKALINE MIXED LIQUID CLEANERS 
VARIOUS COLORED LIQUID 
HA2, SHIPPED OFF·SITE FOR TRTMNT\DISP 
PARTS/PIPES/COMPONENTS/ENG/BATTERY /GP DE PLASTIC CON !AI NER 
••see Notes lnforNt ton•• 
OLD 1/ASTE STREAM II'S: 
1. (130·0002) SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION, SPENT, SINGlE 
LAYER, CLEAR, CLEAN (DIESEL> GEN., ENGINE BEARINGS 
(DIESEL), TRADE NAME: CAUSTIC SODA, LYE, NSN: 
LLS0421n, MSDS 11829, NFPA 3·0·1•AU:. 
2. <130·0003) SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION,SPENT, BR!MI 
LIQUID, PIPE/COMPONENT CLEANING (CAUSTIC) IN TANK, 
TRADE NAME: LYE, CAUSTIC, NSN: LLS0421n, MfG: MILES 
LAB INC., MSDS 11044, NfPA 3·0·h\LK. 
3. (130·0004) MIXED ALKALINE LIOUID, GRAY/IROIIII 
LIQUID, PROCESS: AQUEOUS DETERGENT PARTS 1/ASMER, LAB 
ANAL\'SIS 192PS31637, NfPA 3·0·1•ALK. 
4. (130·0005) ALKALINE CLEANER·sPENT, PHYSICAL: GREY 
LIQUID, PROCESS: FLOOR CLEANING, NfPA 2·D·O. 
5. (130•0006) ZEP DETERGENT/H20/0IL, PHYSICAL: BLACK 
LIOUID, PROCESS: AQUEOUS PARTS 1/ASHER 81438, MSOS 
SHOP AND NOTES CONTINUED ON PAGE: 4 
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••• IIASTE ORIGINATED IT TA 
TA·130·0102 ALKALINE MIXED LIDUID CLEANERS 
f6141, NfPA 2·0·0·ALK. 
6. (13D·0008l GLASS CLEANER LIDUID, TRADE NAME: GLASS 
CLEANER LIDUID, IISN 1006646910, HSDS 14385, NfPA 
2•0•0•ALIC. 
7. (130·0023) HI XED ALKALINE CLEANERS, GENERAL 
CLEANING, TRADE NAHt:: UMURAI, llfPA 3·0·0·ALI:. 
8. (130•0071) NEll LAND SUPER CLEANER, DIRTY, DARK 
BROliN LIQUID, THill, PROCESS: CLEANING COHMUIIICATIONS 
EDUIPMENT, TRADE NAME: SU>ER CLEAII£R, MfG: NEll LAD PROO 
INC., HSDS f512, NfPA 2·1·0. 
9. C13D•0080) CHEM·CREST 200, SPENT, LTOUID, fLUSH 
CLEANING PIPING, TRADE IIAHE: CII(M·CREST, NSN 
10011028449, PART 1200, HfG: CREST ULTRASONIC CO., MSDS 
12470, NFPA 3·0·0·ALK. 
10. (130•0090) lAKING SODA 11/IIAT£1, DIRn, THIN BROliN 
LIQUID, PROCESS: CLEANING IATTEIY IANKS AT SUBSTATIONS, 
NFPA 2·0·0. 
11.(130·0102) GRILL & DilEN DEGaEASER, USED PORTION IN 
DAHAGtD CONTAINER, LIOUID·SLIGIIT YELLOIIISH•PH > 12.5, 
TRADE NAME: FAST CLEAN, STOCK f: 793D·010750n6, 5/8/55 
GAL OPEN TOP CONTAINER. 
12. HEAVY DUTY INOUSTRIAL CLEANER, REDDISH/PINK LIOUID, 
pll 12.8 TO 13. 
TA•130•0103 
CLEANING AGENTS, ALKALIIIE 
••see Notes lnto~t ;on•• 
OLD IIASTE STREAH I 
FLOOR IIAX REMOVER 
LIQUID 
CLEANING fLOORS 
5HOP AND NOTES CONTI NU£D ON PAGE: 5 
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••• IIASTE ORIGINATED BY TA • 
TA·130·0103 flOOR IIAX REMOVER 
1. (130·0009) FlOOR 1/AX REMOVER, liO\JID, EXCESS, 
HllSPEC: A·A·861, HSOS 11'5160/Z031. 
TA·140·0106 
CHEMICAl PAINT STRIPPING 
••seeo Not•s JnforNt ion•• 
OlD 1/ASTE 5T REA11 f' S: 
PAINT STRIPPER & SPRAY GUN ClEANEP. 
CLEAR liOUID 
UNUSEO/EXCESS/lE FTOVER 
1. (140·0008) Z·STRIP, CLEAR LIO\JID, PROCESS: CHE111CAL 
PAINT REOVER, HFG: INlAND TECHNOLOGY. 
2. (140·0012) SPRAY GUN CLEANER, LIOUI0/1/HITE AROHATIC 
I CHLORINATED DOOR, PROCESS: LEFT OVER PROOUCl•USEO FOR 
PAINT STRIPPING, TRADE NA11E: X·6030, HSOS 11'893. 
TA• 160·0108 
SOlVENTS/SOlVENT CLEANING 
••see Notec lnfoMNition•• 
IIASTE STRUMS PREVIOUSLY USED: 
PO 680 TYPE II , SOL VENT, 0 I RTY 
ClEAR ·> DARK ·> THICK LIO\JIO 
DRHO REJECT, PARTS ClEANING I fOUIP/ 11/0 
1. (160·0020) PO 680 & GP GREASE, TRADE NAME: DRY 
ClEANING SOLVENT, NSN: 002745421, MIL SPEC: HIL·C-1889, 
HSOS: 2473, 2128A, NFPA: 2·2·0. 
2. (160·0021) PO 690 TYPE II SOLVENT, UNUSED, TRADE 
NAHE: DRY CLEANING SOLVENT, NSN: 001101.498, MSOS: 
SHOP AND NOTES CONTI NUEO ON PAGE: 6 
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IJASTE STREAM # 
IJASTE TYPE 
••• IJASTE ORIGINATED BY TA 
IJASTE STREA~ WAME 
PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
PROCESS DESCRIPTION 
H·160·0105 PD 680 TYPE II, SOLVEWl, DIRTY 
Z128k, 2473, NFPA: 2·2·0. 
3. !160·0022) PO 680 TYPE II, DIRTY, TRADE NAME: 140 
SOLVENT•66, NSII: 00274~421, HILSPEC: HIL·C·1889, MSDS: 
2473, NFPA: 2·2·0. 
4. (160·0023 l PO 680 TYPE II SLUDGE, TRADE NAME: DRY 
CLEANING SOLVENT, NSN: 002745421, MILSPEC: PD680AMEWO<, 
MSD5: 2128A, 2473, NFPA: 1·2·0. 
5. (160·0025) PO 680 TYPE II SOLVENT, SPENT, TRADE 
NAME: DRY CLEANING SOLVENT, NSW: OOZ7454Zl, IISDS: 2128, 
NFPA: 2·2·0. 
6. PO 680 & SLUDGE IJASTE, LIOUIO/DARK BROIJN TO BLACK, 
DISTILLING PO 680. 
TA•160•0110 
SOLVENlS/SOLVENT CLEANING 
••see Notes lnforl'ftltion•• 
IJASTE STREAMS PREVIOUSLY USED: 
GUNK MOTOR FLUSH • HF·2 
AIIBERISH LIOUIO 
LEAKING CANS 
1. (160•0027) GUNK MOTOR FLUSH (Mf·2l, TRADE NAIIE: 
IIF·2 MOTOR FLUSH, MfG: RADIATOR SPECIALTY. 
TA· 160•0112 
SOLVENTS/SOLVENT CLEANING 
••ser Note5 lnfonnatton•• 
IJAST£ STREAMS PREVIOUSLY USED: 
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL, USED·DIRTY 
CLEAR •> BROIJN LIOUIO 1.1/0IL, DEBRIS 
CLEANING (PARTS) CNUC PARTS) !ELECTRONIC 
SHOP AND NOTES COIIT I NUEO ON PAGE: 7 
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APPENDIX D. SAMPLE ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT TO OPERATE 
v ......... ce .. nty 
Air ••llvtloA 
C•r.rrol Dhtrl&t 
PERMIT TO OPERATE 
I>IWIIb&r 0!1!17 
Valid ~oba~ 1, 1994 to Sapt.mbe~ 30, 1996 
Naval ~Lr Weapona Station 
code P732 T~ailer 10073 
Point Mugu, CA 93042 
u.s. llny-&ir Weapona canter 
Surface COAting Operationa 
Paint Huqu, CA 93042-5002 
Paraisaion la Barabr Gr&nted To Operate ~e Fo1low1Dgl 
1 - Motor Vehicle and Mabile &quipmant Coatino Oparationa, with one P~t 
Spray Booth, 14 ft. x 26 tt. x 9 ft., with overapray Filtera, (Building 
2-8) 
- ~.raapa~• Component• Su~face Coating Ope~ationa, (Building 34) 
- Ketal Part• and Product& Suzface Coating Oparatiana, with one DeViXbia
a 
Waterwaah Paint Spray Booth, 18 ft. x 18 ft. x 10 ft, (Building 67) 
1 - Cri•v•-aenry Elect~ic Meter Burnout OYen, Model SP-6, 5 tt. x i ft. a 4 
ft., natural gaa tired, 4.50 HKBtu/~. procaaaing 1.2 motor• par hour, 
(Building 67) 
l -Trant Bake Oven, 8 tt. X 8 ft. X 8 ft., (JuildiDg 67) 
l - Metal Parte and Produota surface coatiDg operationa, with one r~t Spray 
Room, 60ft. x 30ft. x 30 t~ .• with three Water Curta1na, (Building Jll) 
l - Aa~oapaca component• Surface coating Operationa, with one Paint &pray 
~oath, 5 ft. x 5 ft. x 4 ft., with Ovarapray Filters, 1,100 erK, (Building 
Jl1) 
1 - Ab~aaive Blaat ROOD, 25 ft. x 18 ft. x 17 ft,, wltb Cyclone Collecto~, 
(Bu1ld1nQ 311) 
1 - ~braaiva Bleat Cabinet, lara Blaat-H-Peen, Ko4el BKP 210-4, larial Nu
mber 
29106, (Building 311) 
1- ICM superbone Ab~&ai•e Blaat C&bine~, 7 ft. xI ft. x 4 ft., with 
laghouae, (Building 311) 
l - Self Cootalned Ab~aaive llaat Cabinet, 3 ft. x 3 ft. x I ft., (Build!Dg 
lll) 
- Mntor Vehicle and Kablla Squlpmant coatin9 Opa~ationa, Ketal Parte and 
Produc~• Su~tace Coating Opa~ationa, and Aeroapaca CoGponanta Surface 
Co~ting Opa~a~iona, with a Paint Spray Jaatb, 16 ft. x 48 ft. x 16 ft., 
with o.erep~ay Filter•, 12,600 CFM, (8U1ldLR; 319) 
- ~·~oapaca Component• Surface Coating Operations, (Buildin; 323) 
1 - Aaroapaca Cocpaneo~a &u~fac• eoatin; Operationa, (8ui.lding 324) 
1 - Aaroapaca Component& Surface Coating Operationa, (Building 330) 
1 ~roapace eocpooanta Surtace coatino Opa~ationa, (Build!Dga 349 an4 351) 
l - Motor Vehicle and Kabila lquipoant Coating Ope~ationa, Ketal Part• and 
Product• surface Coating eparationa, and ~aroapace cc=ponanta Surface 
Coating Oparationa, witb a Paint Sp~ay Booth, 24 ft. x 26ft. x 9 tt., with 
o.arap~ay Filtera, 12,600 CFH, (Building 354) 
1 - Aaroapaca Componante Surface CoatLn; Opa~ationa, with one PAint Spray 




VCAPCO P•~~ to Op.~&te Wumba~ 0997 
I••~•d To D.&. Navy-Ai~ Waapona ~•n~-. 
Valid Oc~obar 1, lii4 to 8apt~~~ 30.· 19~• 
(Muild~ng• ~64 &Ad ~ill 
l - A•roapaca Camponaota auct&ce Co&tio; O~a~atiOAe, (a~dLDi J72) 
l - Aaroapace ca&poo&ota Suctaoa Coating Op.rationa, (Build~; ti5l) 
- Aa~oapac• COaponaota iu~ta~ Coa~in; O~ationa, vi~ ooe Paiot 8pcay 
loath, li tt. • 30 tt. x 15 ft., Watarwall, (luildiog 3012) 
1 - ICW Su~hoo& Abr&&iYe Mlaat C&bioM~, (~uilding 3012) 
1 - Z•ro Ulaa~-w-Paen Abraai~e ll&at C&binet, (BuildLog 3012) 
l. 
2. 
- Aeroavac• Cc.ponaota a~face Co~tio; ~arationa, (VXI•6 Squadron car.roaion 
ContrC!l Sbop)" 
Architect~a1 eoatLog Operation• 
Permittad Kmiaaio~& Tona/ru.r Pounda/110\\z 
R&active O~gaoic CoDpoWDda 14.96 15.15 
liitr<><Jan Oxidli& O.i5 O.il 
Partioulata Hattar 1.35 2.;H1 
sulfl>r Oxid~;~u O.O!:i 0.07 
Carbon Monc•ide l.lll 1.77 
1,1,1-Tricnloroathana 0.14 0.14 
Hethyl•n• Chlorida 0.28 0.28 
Annual uaaga of ~hli folll:n~ing m&teria1a &hall DOt exc:.ed· tha tollowi.nqa 
11 &eroapaoa Ccatiog i Cle&Oing Operational l60 gallon& of topcoat& with 
maximum ROC treac~iva organic compound~) cont•ot of 3.5 pound& pee 
gallon, and J.S pound& par gallon on a ~ua water, aiAua axampt 
aohent bub, u appli.IH1; 1011 gallon. ot ~rimer& vi~ INd•ma aoc 
content ot 2.92 pound& ~r gallon, and 2.92 poun41 ~r galion on & 
•lnua water, &ioua axempt aolv~t baaia, aa appliedl 100 g~ of 
apecialty coating& witb maxiaaum KOC oontlint ot 7.72 poUA4a ~~ gallon, 
&Ad 7.72 pound£ p•r gallon on & minu~ watar, ~u1 &X~t aolvant 
ba8i&, aa appli&d1 300 gallon& of ~OC &olvanta wi~ m&x~U&P KOC 
con~•nt of 7.40 pcuoda ~c gallon; 55 gallon& ot methylane chlocid~ 
&tripper conta~ no more than 10' by weiiht ROC &d4itiV881 30 
gallon& of 1,1,1-t.ricb.loroetA&D• with no 1110r8 ~&&:1 1.67 powu:la per 
gallon MOe oontant1 an4 2335 i&llon• ot BOC aolventa wi~ m&x~ aoc 
coatant ot 1.67 pouAda ~c gallon. 
2) Matal P...e-and Product& Operation&& 616 ial1ona of ooatiAga wi~ 
caxtmum ROC content ot 2.11 pouoda ~er i&llon, and 2.1 pounca per 
gallon on a minua water, ~ua axa=pt aolvent b&aia, a& appli•dl SO 
g•llona ot ROC eolvtu>t• witll auu<imU&P KOC content ot 7. 40 powula p.r 
gallon, and 146 i&llona ot aolvaot• with m&Xi&aU&P ROC oontant of 0.58 
pounda par gallon. 
3) Au~omotive Coating OpQrationa& 140 ;allona of CO&tiA91 wi~ p•xim•u 
ROC contact ot li.O pound& ~r gallon, &ll.d 5.0 pounda poor gallon on a 
minua water, ~ul exempt aolvent baai1, &a applied1 400 i&llooa of 
I:O&tiaga with auu<imWII JlOC COOl:&nt Of 3.5 pounda per ga.l..lon, &ncl J.fi 
po~d• poor gallon oa a minu• wat•r, minul exempt aolv•nt baaia, &a 
Oi-26-94 
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appl1ad, 400 ga110Aa ot coatLn9• with maxt.wa aoc concan~ ot ~.¥U 
po .. nda per gall=, and 2.1 pounda pee gallon on a ainu• water, ainua 
axampc aolvaet b&aia, •• applia4J 68 gallon• of aoc aolvaAta with 
• ..,.ta..a llClC coot&Rt of 7.40 poWICla per gallon; &Ad .112 gallolaa of :ace 
aolvaota wi~ aax~ ace ~ontant of 1.67 pounda par gallon. 
4) Odave-B•=l' OVaAI 1,560 bnur11 of opa~ation ~ y~. 
II AJ:"cbi'l:.actu.ral Coating Qperationu 1, 864 gallona per year of ooatinga 
w~th aaa~ ace ~ontanc of 3.5 pound¥ per gallon, &D4 1,000 gallon• 
par yaa.. of aoc aoh•aACa with muci.IDWII IIOC cootaAc of 7.40 pow>da pee 
gallon-
7) ICK Ab~aaiva llaa~ cabinet - BuL14in~ 311• 0.25 tona ~ y~ 
al....,..izu.IID ox1c1e. 
I) salt CoAt&Lood Abraaiva llaat Cabinat - luil4~ 311a 0.25 ton• ~r 
year alWIIinWII OJLida • 
9) Abcaalva Bl&at cabinet, Sara llaat-N-P .. n - Buil~ 3111 O.ZI tona · 
pee year aluminum oxide or glaae beada. 
10) ICK su~bO&De ~rube Jl;aat Cabinet - liluil4ing JOU 1 2. 5I too• ~ 
year of copper alag. 
ll) &era Blaat-H-Paan- lu1lding 3012• 3.10 ton• ~ yeax of ooppar 
•l•9· 
In ocaec to coaply with ~1• oon4it1on, parm1ttaa ahall aaincaiA daily 
.:acoraa and monthly .:eporta &a requlzed by Condition lloa. 8, i, 10, 16 and 
17. Tba monthly totala ah&ll ba •~4 tor tha pravioua twalva (12) 
montha. ~c•rial uaa~a total• for the previoua twalve (12) son~• in 
axeaaa ot the abOve l~ta ahall be ~ouai4ared a viol&~ioR of tbia 
condition. 
Beforfil .... caediPg any ot ~be abOve limiu, parmittH ab&U aW.U.~ an 
application ~o DQdity ~· ~oAdition. 
3. Thie aoD4itiOA appliaa co ~· au~t•~• ooacLng, ~la&niag, at~ippiAg, &A4 
cha ~le&J>-'"f ~ipaant aaaociate4 witb aero•~• oocaponanca. 'l'ba 
afilroapaoe a~aoa coating opa~ationa •hall QOmplr wi~ all applLc&bla 
provbiona of A.PCD aula 74.13. r6%111ittee ab&ll DO~ ~· any aolvant fo~ 
auzfaca cleaning QDlaaa the aolvant coota~ l••• th&n aoo w.:aaa ~ liter 
of .... cazi.al, aa applla4, or tbe compoaita vapor praatna"a of LA* aolv&nlO ia 
l••• tban 21 .. Bg at 20 4.;r••• Clllaiua. fe~itt .. ab&ll DOt ~•e 
material• cont&iain9 ace for tba cle&ning of ~Lpa&At uaa4 LA· ooatio; 
opaz:ation• .. nh••• &n aAcloaed ayat- or aa:>cloaaa lifUA w .. b.ar ia ua&G 
accordiAg to~ a&A~ta~curer'• recgmmandatione &n4 ia oloaad.wban DOt in 
u••· ~-~iccee aball not uae a coating at.rippac UAlaaa it oooc~a laaa 
chan 300 gram• ot ROC par litar, &a appli~d. 
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£. Thi• coo<UtU.D appl.l.ea te> U.. aw:faGa GCa.ti.Av of -tu P~• ....S prod .. Gta. 
T~• -.tal PArta ~ •r04u~ta Surf•'• Coating O~at~ona aA&ll ~gmply w~r.b 
t.ll appli~la pn>Y!..iona gf UCO aula 74.1;2. Permit.~ aha.l.l ACt. uae Ul)' 
aclvact. fez aurtace cleaniD; UAlaaa tAa eclv&Dt ~ctAiA& AD mere th&n 70 
grAtAA per li~ gf a.r.er.t..l, &a appl1e4. Parmi~~ ab&ll 11.01: uaa 
mat.ariala coot.~~ IOC fer ~ba cle&ALDQ of aquipmact uaad LA coa~in; 
cpara.t~a unl••• &D aAClcaad ayac~ Clr ecclcaaa vue v&abaz ~ wa.G 
accordin; to t.ha ~ufacturar•a recommandAtiona aDd ia ~loaad vb&D ACt ~ 
uaa, ~d tba coapoait.a vapor preaaura ct crgani~ ~...;oUAda uae4 ia laaa 
than 45 mm Hg at a t.am~acura ot 20 de9Teea Celaiua. 
6. Tl•• &rch1ta=ural C:Cat.LA9 Oi18r&t.iona ahall cccply with all applio~la 
prcv4a~ooa ot APCD Mula 74.2. 
fi. Thia ce>n.cHt..Lon appliea to U.. motor v.tlicla &Dd .ol:lila ~ipmant ooa~iA; 
cparat.icna. Taa aurfa~e coatLAq of mor.or vabicLaa &D4 mcbila ~ipm.ot 
ahall comply with all appl1cLbla prcvia~D& ct AtCD aula 74.18. P~t.taa 
ahall nee uaa any aolvant. tor ... rta~• cle&nicg unleea ~e acl~t CClnt&ica 
no acra tban 200 gra.. par lit.ar gf material, &a applied. Pacaittee ahall 
net uea m&r.eria..L. conuinl.n; aoc: fc~: tAa cle&AiAg ct ~ip~&At uaa4 LA 
coat.U.g jOpe.rationa W>laea an .ncloaac ayat- Clr aocloaad gwo v&aAar ia 
uaad acccrdLng to the aanutacturar•a ~:ecommend&t.iCla. &AC ia ClClaad whee 
not iCl ~••· and tha compoaita vapgr preaaure of org&nio oompouoda ~•ad ia 
leu t.b~ 4S _, 1:1; at a t-paratura of :ZO de;r-• Celaiu&. · 
7. 'l'biu ccn.ditiClD &ppli.a& to t.Da •~rtaca ooa.t.iClg Clf Nt&l. p&rr.a &D4 prodQC't.aJ 
che aurtace coar.in; of &arcspaca comronant&l &n4 t.ba aQrf&ce ~oatiAg gf 
motor vebiclea and mcbila aqyipmarat C:Cl&t.iClg cparatiOAa. .Lll coat.iAg& 
ah411 be applied ~cu;h proper u&e gf the fcllcwiAga 
a) Sigh Volume Low Praaaura (~) appli~ationl Clr 
b) Klectroac:atic applicat.~OAI or 
c) Band application aethoda; or 
d) Dip or flo~ coating appl~aticra1 or 
e) A.n:y other mac bod vbich n.a bean liamocnrac.a to l:la oape.bla of 
achievLAq at laaat 65 percent tranaf~ atficiaocy. 
a. fer eacb ~ergapace Aaaaably an4 Ccmpgoant ka.c~t&Cturi.Ai Oporatico, &od 
tnr aacb Ketal P&rta ace Produ~t• Surface CoatiA; Operation, ~~tea 
a ball A&ve tba coa~i.Ag ~NDUf&etur~· & apacificatiClll abeat.a aY&llLb.Le f= 
raview &Dd aba.l.l IU.LAtain rec:orda vh1Clb abov Clll & daily baaia, ~ type of 
coAtiDg; tba grama of aoc per liter of coating, lea• wacar ~ 1••• aaampr. 
aol•AAt, aa appt'I.a, ua ve>l~ of ea.cb ~oatinQ applia41 t.Aa -~od of 
appl1cat.1oDI the type gf eclvant and atrippar uaa4, tba MOe OClClt~t of t.ba 
solvant &od tba atr!ppcr, the volume &Dd ~ocpcaite Ya~ pre••~• 01 tbe 
solvent.. 
s. Fer the A~tomotiva Coating Operation, parmitt. .. &ball a.int&in ~ily 
recorda vbicb abow t.Aa t.yp. ct coat1DQ uaed, the graaa ct ROC ~ liter gf 
coating, l••• wat.er &nd laaa ax~pc aclvont, &a &pplie4J ~· vol~ of 
••en coating uaed1 tba type of vahiclai coated; t.be i~nt.ifLc&ticD of ••~ 
aclwanr. uaad &nd ita Ulial tbe aOC COOLant. Of &Olvact US&41 &04 tb6 YCllume 
ct aclvent ~aed. 
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10. For Lba A.rcbicac:~uzal Coati.n~a Opera tier., pe~1.tt- alla.L.L aail)tai.n ll:'aC:oJ:'Oa 
wbich ahow ~. type ot c:oa~.Lc~ uaac, ~· grama ot ace par .L.Ltall:' ot 
coating, laaa w&te¥ &Ad leaa aaempt aolvaat, &8 &pplie4J t~ voluae ct 
aac:h coacLDg uaad1 tba 14eatitic&tioc ot aac:b aolvact ~•ad &Dd ita ua&J 
ch• acc contact of aolvaot u&adl &Dd tba vel~ of aolvaot uaad. 
ll. Tl\a paiot apll:'ay bootlla aball DOt lla e»paratad witllout ovarapray tiltara 01:' 
watarwa1la. 'rba U.ltara abal.l 118 ll:'aPl&cad ~~&fora the apray bootll 
•~ometar raachaa 0.5 lDchaa of wat&J:' col~. 
12. All aohant C:ODt&iAU!g -tali:'.Lala, uaad or unuaad, lDcl~g wt DOt 
lLaicad to auzt&ea ooat.Lnga, auztac:a.praparati.nn material aD4 cl.an•up 
ao1vaot &ball ba atorea i.n cloaad c:ootaiaara. 
13. All Abraaiva blaat~ .aot.Lvitiaa aball be c:cnduc:tad i.n oonto~coa with 
aU appUcAbla prov.l.aLcu ot Title 17, c...litorn1& Admi.Aiatratba ·Coda, 
5~cbaptar 6 (Abraaiva 8laat1ng) &Ad Diatric:t aula 74.1 (Abr&aiv. 
B.La•ting). 
l,. Tha d.Lacharga LAte the a~aphara fll:'a. Abraaiva blaatLAG oparatiOD& 
conductad withi.n a parm&cact building aA&ll net be a. ~ or G&rkar in 
ahada than ~c. l oc the aingl~ Cb&r: or of auc:b opacity aa CCI obaeuze 
an obaarvar•a view to a dagree a~al to or graatar tll&A Gcaa ..ca. 
da .. crU..d aa II.LoglMm&An No. l. (llotaa Jl.il)glamann lllo. 1 .i-8 ~.i.vial.ODt CCI 
20\ opacity), aa requir•d by APCD Rule 74.l.C.l.b. 
H. Tee parmittaa ab&ll -ploy reaaou.bla ... ~bo4• to iAa~are tbat di.acb&r;a 
trow ~h• abr•aiva ~laa~in~ work a~•• do•• cot ca~ .. a D~iaanca, purau&At 
to California Wwaltb ' iatety COda iac:tion 41700 &Ad APCD ~ula 11 
(H,.iaa.nca). ih•C:b -tbod• III&Y Ucoluda, b~t &ra not Uai.ted =• ~•e of 
ahrouaicg &Dd covering ct objaotl ad~acact to tba blaat.i.AQ aot!Y~ty. 
. 
. 
16. Paiaitt- aball .,.i.At.J..D recorda abowiDQ tb8 ~o~DCW~t &Dd type ct. &bruiYaa 
u~ed, and tha hOur• of oparatioc of t~ CJ:'iava-BaDrY oveA. 
17. .1..11 reooll:'da ab&ll 1:>a -pUad i.Ato a montbly capo~. a.oor.S. abul M 
&aia~ainad tor &t laa•t two y•ax• and abAll b~ mad& available CCI APCD 
paraonnel upoa ll:'aq>l&&t. 
Within tea daya attar receipt of thia p.rmit, the appli~&At aay petitioA ~ 
tiwarin; &oard to review &ny caw or ~tied conditLon oc tba pa~t (~la 22). 
Thi.• pa~1t, or a C:CJ1Y, aD&ll be poatad raa1ou.bly c:lo- = the a.at>jaot 
aquipaant and ab&ll ba rea41ly acc:aaaLbl• to i.napectiOD ~racnnal (awl• 19). 
Thi• pa~t ia cot tranafarabla t~oa nee location to &AOtball:' ~·•• tile 
equipmar.t 1.a apacUic:£lly liated aa baicg portAble (aula 20). 
In reliaoca upon tbe atat~t of tbe applicant that operation of the equipment 
d¥1icrib&d baraiD aball aaat tba requ1%cmanta"aa apacifiad iD tha aulaa &Ad 
R~latione ot tha Air Pollution Control Diatrict, parmieaiOD 11 b.r&by gr&Dted 
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